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The Development

DOLLARS A YEAR

Of Catron Co.

The following letter has just been received from our Glenwood
correspondent With such a spirit, if manifested by all of us
residing in Catron Co., we would soon be to the forefront in New

RESERVE,

Local Items

'3!

J

CATRON

COUNTY.

NEW

MEXICO.

JULY

Lusk provided entertainment the children except Jim Graham,
a son, were present. Fred Graham
vv n mum to
ci j
UUIJ
jr
uic
when he climbed on to the hur- - came in from Paynon, Ariz,
where he now makes his home.
With the proper encouragement A family of six, three girls and
from nearby
spectators the three boys, survive. All are marbronco took the air. He climbed ried except two of the boys John
over tne gas lanus until ne was and Fred.
The burial was at the Joe
fully charged and he bucked like
b Ford climbing Seliz hill.Lutiky's Porter cemetary.
hat sailed off thru space in one
direction and Lusk in another.
Glenwood
it must be said that ne is some
rider and we hope to see him in
Mrs. Alice Gamble of Silver
the riding and roping contests City is visiting her daughter,
on. Labor Day
and other
Mrs. Louis Jones,
Mr.aPony went thru all the friends here and relatives.
girations of the average
range Johnny Anderson is moving
horse tor a full block and then into his new home in Pleasanton
gave up.
Valley, making ready for his
For Lusky is a rirter.
wife who is returning from her
As good as ever born,
old home in South Dakota. Mrs.
But the pony said it made Anderson is
just recovering from
him sore
a serious operation.
Because he choked the horn
j n

I J

Business visitors from Mag- dalena. and Socorao.
WI am in
work at once,
receipt of blanks, etc. and will begin
J. S. MacTavish and son.
AMD AS I AM VERY MUCH INTERESTED IN THE DEVEJuck Fraser. W. H. Bnnton,
LOPMENT OF CATRON COUNTY I WILL TAKE PLEASURE Attorney,
IN THE WORK".
Catron County has possibilities which the average citiien of this
Ab Alexander and wife were
in from up on the Tulorasa for
aetion has never thought of.
It seems but a question of pulling together with one accord, look two days last week. They attendini onlv to the interest of the county as a wfcole that it may be ed the picture show and dance.
Mr. Alexander says that ranges
developed in the best possible manner. If this is done all will are in very poor condition and
much in need of rain.
profit.
,
the
what
no
matter
If jealousy or hatred of one another exists,
seeming cause, either have an understanding with the other fel
What is
nown as the Luna
low or fight it out and get it out of the system. Such things are
road
to the
is
Valley
the jimson weeds of human character, comparable only to thi jnardo top of the completed
mountain. Those
odor
whose
aanto which produces a beautiful white blossom, but
wishing to drive over may now
and thorns make it repulsive. Hatred hurts the hater worse than it do so easily.
Surveyors with truck and camp
A party
of four drove the
does the hated and it serves to keep the individual or the com
equipage
passed thru Reserve
the
better
of
to
Luna
way
part
munity indulging in such silly and childish action, "staked", with Sunday in an Overland car. tak- last week enroute to Alma.
Let's forget it aod
nfi' chance for advancement or developement.
They are surveying out homeing lunch on Bull Basin Hill.
lands in the national
The builders of the road
are stead
gH busy.
forests and are under orders
to
be
It
cortainly
congratulated.
is one of the best mountain roads fmm the Department of Agrifor an auto it has been the pleas culture thru the Albuquerque
ure of the writer to ride over for office.
The crew is just returning to
We are two weeto nearer Labor Pay celebration than when we a long time.
Alma
after having
covered
last wrote about it and those who' hope to participate should be get
forest
over a wide
territory
of
the
Like
tourist
the story
tin readv. Everybody will be here.
area which includes sections near
Box Supper Given
Dfissing through Yuma, Ariz., and the town character called Slim
Luna, Reserve, Alma, Silver
The storv is of tourist who was passing thru Yuma in mid.
City. Alamogordo. Kingston and
For Benefit Of
summer bounu for the coast. The train stopped a few minutes at
Basket Ball Team. Albuquerque.
M . T. F. Meyers is the engiYuma and for diversion and in desperate effort to get cool, many
Last Thursday evening the neer assisted by W. B. DeBeersI
who had enouirh vitality left, promenaded the platform. As the young girls of Reserve gave and Roberts Pincetl.
torveoes. one rather fat. soft, office chair tourist, who had been a most delightful box supper and
accustomed to artificially cooled buildings, got off the train, and, dance, the proceeds of which will
Shack Simmons, H. B. Birmbe used for buying a complete
eing the Indians, hoboe prospectors and town residents seem outfit for
and J.Walter Jones, were
ingham
ball
basket
ins-lall there, asked the first man he met, who proved to be Xhe box Of playing
in
from upon the Tularosa,
town
Miss Edna Wheeler
"Desert Slim", (the only name ever known for him) the following of Tularosa brought the highest Saturday on business.
Others sold
$5.00.
bid, being
questions:
for from 82.00. to $4.75
Mrs. Jack Dean is tak;ng the
each.
"What do these Indians here do for a living?
The supper netted $81.00.
teacher's examination and exThe girls are organizing a pects to teach in the Tularosa
Nothing, said Slim.
basket ball team, and Johnny school during the next school
What do the Mexicans do? .
Reed will coach them in the year.
Nothing.
game.
'
,
What do the Americans do?
Out of town visitors were
Dr. Harper says' it has been
Miss Edna Wheeler of Tularosa,
;
:
Nothing.
more than dry here. He says
and her guest, Miss Ella Hard that there is water
What is the population here?"
every where
ing of Magdalena. After tht but not a drop to drink. The
Slim, who ordinarily was as silent as "Bompy"
in
was
indulged
supper dancing
Irouth has recently been broken
Kiehne, turned his head slowly from left to right,
until a late hour.
'
Dr. has a good natural color
and
mouthful
of
tobacco juice, and said:
spat out a
without the necessity of using
'
can
all
m".
count
here, you
"They're
rouge. He says that he antici
pates another soon, but has no
Let us all be here on the 4th. 5th. and 6th. of September.
idea where it is to come from.
Don't all speak at one time, let's
prolong the pleasure.
Harper says that he has been
advised that Mr. Gnunt reports
from El Paso that h has only
I
been to Juarez one time during
his visit, and that he only had
Did you ever stop to think that this newspaper
one. From the view
one-ju- st
is YOUR newspaper? WELL. IT ISt
point of the average resident
here the situation is without
The editor and all his force are working for YOU.
precedent for none can under
the
YOU
build
to
kind
of
want
want.
paper that
They
stand why such an opportunity is
overlo6ked.
Why not help them?
hlt-xid-

Labor Day Celebration

y

BASE

I

ANN

iBllLJ

ITflllUI

BALL

READER

What kind of news do YOU like?
The game Sunday between Reserve and Apache should make
What feature in the paper interests YOU most?
the home team sit up. You are
What feature don't YOU like?
not roping steers, boys, nor are
These are simple questions, but they are big ques- you breaking Drone's, you can't
rope 'em and keep'em off the bastions with the editor.
es, but you must beat th m to it
He is spending his time, and money every day and playing ball. Beer in mind tnat
Magdalena expects to play here
every week to make this newspaper the kind of
next Sunday and all would repaper that YOU want in your home.
gret having to hang the crepe on

Why not
re
il.:

ii Bomeiiuiig

al
ji
in jiiic yayci jjicaaca WTT
juu, ten me eui.
U

I

tor.
If there are articles taat don't interest YOU, tell him,

tooand

tell him why.
communities are alike. The editor is all the
time studying his town and his people.
A word from YOU now and then would help wonder
No two

'.

lully.

If YOU have any suggestions send them iiu,
This is YOUR paper. Let's make it tha best paper of
,

any community in the State.

Flying over a pac t of Alaska
Agreements between the roads
an aviator was forced down be- and employees prevents strikes
cause of engine trouble and lan- of .7,300 clerks, freight handlers,
ded on a herd of caribou. He station and express employees,
killed one with a 38 pistol, for on the Chicago & Northwestern
meat, which sustained him until railway and 4,flOO on the Big
rescued.
Four.
The railroad labor Itotud mill
Day's 'evelopments in
Coal and Railroad Strike. be asked to arbitrate wage
1

July

But it will have to be done
unless ydur batting average is
better and you play BALL every
moment you are on the field.
You ean do it. Get in the saddle.
you.

:

.

the Michigan
Harding Central and
9,000 maintenance

spends most of the day conferring with Ben Hooper, chairman
of the United States railroad labor board and members of senate committees on the railway
strike, but no course of action is
made public.

between

of way employees, it is announced.
A committee representing the

brotherhoods com"big four
plained to Senator Cummins that
anginas and train equipment ara

27

SMILE AND THE
WORLD

SMILES

YOU

NO NEED OF WEEPING

N0.14

1922,

showers.
A ball game between Glenwood
and Mogollon was played here
Sunday. The home team was
easily defeated because cf the
fact that so many of our best
players were absent
The Advocate can appreciate
the fact that had theregularJGIen.
wood nine been on the ground
the story might have been dif
ferent; we have seen them play,
Cattlemen are busy branding
tneir large can crop.

Quemado
M.

WITH

B.

8

EDITORIAL

SAYINGS'

Tell me not in mournful numbers
Life lfl but an empjy dream.
That the bowl is dead that Slumbers.
Aad thing! are now what they seem.
oooze it real, oooze
earnest,
And Volstead is not it's goal,
Dust thou art, to dust returneat,
Waa not spoken of the bowl.
With apologies to Longfellow.

About the only bone-dr- y
spots in the
United States are some of the oil
wells;-N- ew
York Tribuno.
There is a glacier in Alaska which
moves downward at tbe rat of three
feet a year. They call it the "Cost
of laving.
York Tribune
"--

Baca. B. E. Ensrle.
Jaramillo Brothers, D. Sanchez
In politics, at elsewhere, a nut roes
and D. B. Sanchez are building. with every bolt. Washington Post

truck load of fruniture
arrived here Tuesday ereninsr
tor rroiessor Uoilier.
A

We know a little
ird that has a- greed to eat all the striped suits placed
on war grafters. Hartford Times.

Judging by the tax returns, many A
mericans are convinced that their in
to speak of. Life,
Messrs C. S. White and J. B.
We fear the worst when the DeoDle
Skinner, businessmen from Albu
of Georgia discover that Texas hat
querque were here Monday.
their lynching record. Colum
Cosmo Caro, Jesus Madrid, beaten
bia Record.
comes are nothing

Ged Thorpe and wife have
gone to Hurley where they will
make their future home. Ged
will be greatly missed by the
Olenwood ball team and it will
All the tambourine-clayin- g
be necessary for the boys to get
spooks
another pitcher to take his place. Manuel Romero, Eugenio Padilla, are doubtless from Heaven, Tne other
and Dorotoe
Romero arrived kind would play the saxephone.-C- bi
cago uauy journal.
hotne Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Killion of Mag
N. G. Baca, who ones made
A London dispatch says neace is in
dalena are visiting Mrs. Killion's
sight in Ireland. We thought there
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hudson
were more Irishmen left than that.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollimon who liberal donation, and recently Rochetter Herald.
have been living at Alma for purchased a new car, was again
Federal bank examiners say that
some months have returned to interviewed aa to his present business is on the upgrade. This
probfu
health
welfare, prosperity,
their home in Pleasanton Valley.
ably accounts for some of the steep
incidenetc.
and
tureisalvation,
prices. Manilla Bulletin.
tal wSwas asked if he felt nor.
The Republican party, as we havt
Mrs. Eli Hunter returned to mat whereupon N. G' said."
always said, is the party of conservaher home after being seriously No, feel perfectly natural
yet '. tion, aad here we find ourselves on the
ill in the hospital for several
eve of another campaign with almost
unused promises left over
week. s Her friends will be glad
Theft. were a number of busi- enogub
from the last to see ns throuch. Col
to know that she is very much
ness visitor here Monday: Ray umbus Ohio State Journal.
improved in health.
Morley from Datil. Lewis Conrad
price of wheat is down, but they
from the Nation's ranch Mr. and areThe
not saying it with flour. Athville
Glenwood is glad to note that Mrs. Grover Powell from the Times.
the Advocate is printing flews Ghost of the Vetiados. Luther
The prophet who Raid jitneys would
notes of this section, we are Moody of the Battle Axe ranch
the street cars ean sympathize
pleased, therefore, to send
American empty
at the
registered
with the one who laid prohibition
items fromweek to week. Hotel last Saturday.
Griver would empty the jails.--FWayne
Mrs. Ed Hudson, Correspond- - McFadden, Lorey King, Major News.
Gileami L Roach came in
The reason why one can't tell where
some politians stind is because they are
'
ent.
running so hard for office. -- Battleboro
The drouth in this section is
Reformer. '
still unbroken except by local
Jim Hurley and Dad Griffin
Our Idea of dangerous occupations it
showers and a few hailstorms came in from the Largo country
the attempt of some newspapers to seand waterspouts.
in
lect the twelve f reatest women in
Monday and reported the soil
Due to serious illness of Mrs. good Bhape.
Timet.
found
Willis Shellhorn it was
The
Republican asserts
Springfield
necessary to call in a nurse. Mrs.
that in Turkey the dominance of man
Tom Curtis, fearlesa deputy over
C. B. Thomason
responded Jto
is
woman
still preached. It is
sheriff, was here on official bust preached in the American home, but
the call.
ness Monday. Mr. uurtis is the audience goes on dominating,
office of Springfield Republican.
mentioned for the
There are exceptions, bat we do not
The camp meeting which has nheriff of Catron County and
wish to be quoted as having aaid so,
attendwell
closed
here
was
fall.
come
this
just
up
may
ed. Dr. Marquis, assisted by Rev.
Rev.
Don't Forget that the picture show
and
Herry, of Deming
Mr. and Mrs. Gaines were
is still running and needs your supMeLymonds, pastor at the State called to Hurley and left suddenport. Had a good crowd last SatCollege. Rev. MeLymonds. had
son Samuel,
urday night and will have one thu
Their
yesterday.
ly
assisted
of
the music,
by
charge
Saturday.Come and join the merry
an accident from an
met
with
the yong women of his choir at oil
party ;have a few thrills and a laugh
in
resulted
which
explosion
and
go home satisfied with yourself
Las Cruces.also by Prof Taylor,
his death.
and your wife.
a violinist and his wife, a soloist,
Ob, yefl! there may also bo a
both from the N.M. State College
dance, that's up to you. But come
Mrs.
M. B. Otero is superintending
The infant child of
any way.
See our ad at bottom of first
Barney Hicjson was christened. the shearing of his sheep at the
and on back pawe.
page
the
head of the Largo.
Among those attending
J. Leondro Baca oldest son of
HAVE ORDERS
was
Steave Baca, deputy sheriff,
FILLED BY MAIL
hmno-hin hu his fathpr a few meeting were:
and
order
possiin
poor
getting
Misses Effie Ball, Velma Bell,
s pharmacy is filling out
in a rather serious
Havs
Gaunt.
condition.
in
a dangerous
bly
Dora
Lathern.
Marjory
of town orders by mail. ThiB ser
physical condition.
vice has been put into effect u
MeLymonds oi Las unices, in.
Eastern railroads plan to form order that those living at a dis
M. Miss. Nellie Molen and Miss.
Lula Hudson of the State Normal, company unions,
tance may avail themselves i
Silver City. There were others
the opportunity to have then
i
from points near Glenwood.
In Illinoise troops tave been needs suppled without delay
were served ordered ready for service in rail inconvenience.
and
Dinner
Mrs. M. A. Graham dies.
supper
,
J
1L
A,
J
See their ad on last page i
Mrs. M. A. Graham. 74 years eacn aay on me Kruunu unuer me and mine strike rioting and are
on
we grouna ui at daily practice with their ma- this issue.
of age. who has lived on the snaae irees
d
chine guns.
Tularosa for over 30 vears was Louis Jones, which afforded
occasional
sun
and
from
the
Monday afternoon. All of Iter,
Govenor of Texas to order oi
troops at Dennison on account o
rioting.
Government will arrange tool?
tribute coal to railways and othi
public utilities in need.
There are 185,000 miners sti.
at work: 610.000 are out.
There is a heavy demand ior
EngliBh ships to transport coal
to theUnited States.
t

shel-burie-

gif iSe

o.

"MERCHANDISING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES"
Armor Plate Hose,
Hamilton Brown Shoes,
Levi Strauss Overalls,
Big Yank Shirts,
Hodkins Gloves,
Remington Cutlery
v Hyer's Boots,
Schillings And
Del Monte Products,
Stetson Hats.
WATCH FOR OUR NEXT AD. IT WILL INTEREST YOU.

Mr. J. R. Gaunt, banker and
merchant of Reserve, returned
yesterday from Ul Paso, making
the drive in seven passenger
Lexington, via Silves City in 17
hours actual driving time. Morris
Bloom of Reserve accompanied
him and he expects to return to
El Paso soon for the purpose of
bringing up a Jewett This car
ia made by the Paige people anp
la to be sold here.

Here is a new dance Itep,
boyi, "Lost Dog Slink",

Thk

UTRSWRtri?.
--

"

miuuuv
naff wpvTrin
nnmaam, vD"tit
wvmti; Drorunr

ATwrtnATV
.

GREAT MEN FOND OF JESTING

Miss Amanda saw him when be retraced his steps on the cleared walk
INSURANCE MAN IS
and fell to shoveling again; "He Is
Moments of Lightheadedness Said to
!
crazy he thinks he has passed Rose
ENTHUSED OVER IT
Have Been Part of Even NapolTO
Mary's house and be believes he's
Grim Character.
eon's
5
New
Conn. Cnpt.
London,
shoveling Emmellue's walk. Oh, my I"
Gains 14 Pounds Taking Tanlao ana
John Fish of Fishtown was
Einmelliie at her end of the block
Sir James Barrle thrust his pick
Is Restored to Finest Health.
aroused lust night by the cackhim
saw
finish
Rose
Into a profitable seam wheu he recentclearing
Mary's GOOD
ling of hens and with Ids dogs
ROAD
SAVES
MILLIONS
come
aud
doggedly on to her
By ROSE MEREDITH
ly reminded the St. Andrews students
Underworld Character of Kansas
"Tanlac has restored my health and
j path
and a ritle the cuptulu hastened
house.
"Land sakesl 1 never knew
of Scotland that greatness and a cer
to the coop and found In It a
in
Shared
him
to
Mo.,
do that before if the ladies Men With Tool Enabled to Reach built me up fourteen pounds In
City,
tain lightheadedness nearly always go
wildcat,
weight," said H. W. Morrison, 4708
lie shot the animal,
mt. o uouur. Ntwipap.r syndicate. heBP about It the meeting will be
Threatened Break In Levee and
hand in hand, lie gave one or two
Killing of Men.
Thrush Ave., St. Louis, Mo agent for
but did not seriously Injure It.
bv clearing rls- - lively !' she chuckled.
Snow followed
from ancient and modern
Stop Rising Waters.
examples
the National Life Insurance Co.
The dogs were sent after the
KU8e a'tr! watched mm with shin
history, and the list could be extended, ng temperature northwest gules,"
"Two years ago my stomach went
(Prepared by the United States Department
Intruder. The cat put up a livei
01
It might be true to say generally ead Miss Amanda Harper to her ln8 eyes, and a face kissed by the
Agriculture,
ly fight, but wns finally forced
A federal-airoad has fust been com. wrong and I could not eat anything
WAS WELL EDUCATED
that the greater the man and the lephew that March morning. Anthony nortD wnd Into rosy blushes. "Ah,
out of the coop and escaped to
wltnou' suffering agony afterwards
greater his responsibilities the more ooked out of the wludow aud grunt- - Jony jony, you must care a little I" pleted in Arkansas which has already
henrt Palpitation and shortness
a nearby) tree.
commillions
saved
to
of
dollars
as
the
Captain Fish
on
went
he
s,le
5d:
toward
been
whispered
that
"My experience has
zestfully he unbends to the spirit of
of breath- - Some nights I was in so
took a shotgun and riddled the
1118 nu'
In
which
It
is
8
built
mow
Is
nus&
tnunity
Recently
frolic.
followed
Of course, there are exceptions
by clearing
alwuys
Mattie Howard Broken Hearted When
mucn mlsery my wife had to get up
animal with buckshot until It
A1 last "e
to every rule. Napoleon seems to have
sidewalks I"
stopped. He thought be iluring high water In the Mississippi
Lover Is Shot to Death While Robfell to the ground. The cat
lrS to get me some relief. My
n"u
to
Helenn
word
Ark
mine
th
WHS
that
I
never
for
cold,
had
been a little grim and irritable even
he
getting
"Uraeious sakes. Anthony, when
bing Bank Laughs as She Is
weighed 00 pounds, the captain
er snoveiing off the levee at Old Town, 17 miles away, neaitn got to be so poor I had to stay
8" "re"
when Jesting, though he could unbend was young I didn't mind clearing off "e
Led Away to Cell.
says.
The sltnntlon lu ueu lor weeKS at a time.
with lils old soldiers. Chatham seems iidewalks keeps the blood in clrcu- - tH0 wants. Ue waved a greeting to was about to break.
""al 1 aniac nas done for me is
to have worn his panoply In private ation. and aiiywav. the Ladies' Aid Aunl rmmenne, and plodded on to-- tvas critical. A few hours' delav and
Kansas City, Mo. l'risnn doors
ward home. As he passed Rose Mary's thousands of acres of rich fnrmlmr nothing short of wonderful. I now
as
a matter of fact, we loclety's meeting down at ISiuiuellne's,
life,
though,
1
closed recently on Muttle Howard, the
u".vi""S i want, steep une. and
ate 8 lovea voice now long since be and would he flooded, anil nossihlv
have no very precise knowledge to go aid you will have to clear off her
most reiniiikuble woman uf the under
hnd heard It called him "Anthony
lives lost.
was the only om wprklng full time every day ; in
Helena
many
In
on
too."
his
walk,
him
for
with
the
case,
pri
world in the history of Kansas City. SEIZE YOUTH AFTER
source of aid, and many men with fact rm ln splendid health. I can't
'Of course, auntie. I ll cet at It at lonv' 8tl)P. Please.'
vate life was something of a sealed
Directly or indirectly she had been reMe whirled about.
The watching tools and material were needed. Rverv P"se lanlac too highly."
book.
I've an important engagement
jiice
MYSTERIOUS FIRES But William I'ltt could
sponsible for the death of a dozen
maniac is sold By all good druggists.
aunts saw nls eager, bewildered face available motor vehicle was pressed
play the it two this afternoon, and I'll have
men, and was herself Implicated di
fool with the best of them; Fox, so verythlne readv for the meeting be- - "enenth his lifted cap. "Thank you. Into service and over 000 men. nrnn.
It
one
at
in
least
killing, for
IN
LAST LINE OF DEFENSE
rectly
long as he could move, loved nothing fore I go. Good thing I'm a lawyer J0y- ror clearing my walk," she said erly equipped for the work, were In a
was for this crime that she was im
Dismissed From College Follow
better than a romp. William III is ,vho practices in his own bouse If I Ves- Rose Mary had spoken to him short time speeding over the new road
prisoned.
to save the levee.
They arrived In Recruit's Answer Offers an Explana- generally regarded as one of the dour- ind an oflice down street I would again after the bitter years
ing Unusual Blazes Another
She appears to be a type nmrre com"For clearing your walk?' he re the nick of time and by almost super- tion of Why Some Army Drill
est diameters in history, but there never get there on time I" he laughed
monly met in the "movies" than In
"That Is very little that I numan efforts dammed back the rls- in His Home.
wns an exception on the battlefield.
masters Go Insane.
Starts
as he left the table pented.
he
real life. It v.m lii mid that
nd stood by the wludow looking over can do," he said humbly, for he did lng waters. Residents say that had It
When the bullets were flying he could
burst upon the underworld of Kansas
not
understand.
been necessary to make the trip over
The sergeant major was reaching
New York, N. Y The smoke of the even crack a joke.
Everyone has he morning mall. Outside the world
City. It Is paid that she had respect
there Is so much to tell you the old road the levee could not have the end of his patience in his examiua- "Tony
heard stories of Gladstone's grimness, ivas wrapped In a white drift of snow
able parents and was well educated, mysterious fires at Trinity college In
et he could be ns jolly as any school-- which had fallen steadily for eighteen
forgiveness to ask will you come Doen reached ln time and that tne tion of the recruit's sauad.
Hartford, Conn., has trailed George
ln and llave
especial cure being given to the de
snje Uncn wltn mey worKers would have needed boats "For the last time," he yelled, going
all the way to his home In boy when he relaxed, as witness the jours. How many times he had shov- Mulligan
voice
which
apparvelopment of her
famous scene of his roll down a grnss ;led the paths around the house and Sne w"s blushing now as he opened ratner than motor vehicles.
almost numle in the face. "I ask vnn
N.
J.
liergenfleld,
After
the
seventh
.
ently wus something out of the
the simple question:
slope In token of his relief when he :hen the broad sidewalk In front of tne eute and followed her up the
'What is a fortl- .She was strikingly handsome, 1
:he bouse.
footpath she had LOWER RIDS FDR ROAD WflRK fixation ?
Next to the house was runny wriggly
the leadership in 1875.
gave
up
brilliant blonde, with slute-hlueyes
Thackeray was called a cynic, but debatable ground," for Anthony's cleared from the front door. "Amos
ktunuiuers uroppeu una wun luces
which won for her the title, "girl with
no one plnyed the fool more heartily
)ld sweetheart lived there solitary, 18 sick ana wnen I saw you you
Are That Price. This Year Toid " lteIliKe'e as a vacuum of air,
Indication.
the agate eyes."
snow
the
from
walk
for
a
away
my
couple of servants. Their dewing
Bishop Stubbs of the "Constitutional !xcept
tne recruits stoou last as a man. xno
Will Be Materially Reduced Over
1 was sure that the snow on
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Like Knitted Wear French Marriage
Customs Change

Had Your Iron Today?

Craze Exists for Dresses, Suits,
Blouses and Sweaters.

THE BLUE AND WHITE DOTTED

Sport Clothes Play Important Part;
Suits Are Given
Decided Preference,
Two-Plec- e

The Delicious Bread
of Energy and Iron
SERVE

raisin bread twice weekly on your

three reasons :
1. Flavor; 2. Energy; 3. Iron
You remember how good a generously filled,
raisin bread can be. Your grocer

full-fruit-

baker can supply a loaf like this.
Insist if he hasn't one he can get it for you.
bread is full of luscious seeded
raisins rich in energizing nutrid
ment in practically predigested form.
iron
Raisins also furnish
for the blood.
Serve plain raisin bread at dinner or as at
(tasty fruited breakfast toast with coffee.
Make delicious bread pudding with leftover slices. No need to waste a crumb of
raisin bread.
Begin this week the habit of raisin bread
twice weekly in your home, for raisin bread is'
both good and good for you.

or

Full-fruit-

Sun-Mai-

g

fatigue-resistin-

Women ever have been accused of
fickleness, especially In the fancies
that they take for certain types of
dress. Very likely, observes a correspondent in the New York Tribune,
If we took the trouble to Investigate
what lies behind fashions, we would
find women less fickle In this respect
than mere man supposes for It Is
man who always accuses us of this.
This leads np to the costume of
knitted materluls, for which a veritable craze hag developed. They won't
last long was the prediction of many
people when knitted dresses, suits,
blouses and sweaters appeared In
such profusion In the latter part of

the winter, but the fashion has endured and will continue to endure
for a long, lung time because of the
ability of a group of people to lift
this type of costume entirely out of
the humdrum category of the merely
practical and not at all beautiful outdoor costume. They have done It by
combining beautiful colors, by brocading knitted wool materials In patterns of silk In both contrasting and
harmonizing shades and also through
the Introduction of wonderful embroideries on knitted fabrics. Consequently, we find oursehes In the midst

front of a high little turban. Black
and white brooches and bluck and
white combs for the evening coiffure
vie In fuvor with black and white little
finger rings.

Raisins

BLOUSES OF LINEN REAPPEAR

Make delicioui bread, piei, puddings,
cakes, etc Ask your grocer tor them. Send
for free book of tested recipes.
Sun-Mai-

Membmhip
Dept.

Slut Packat

Naval Testing Ground.
The long-fe- lt
need of the Navy department for a place where new Inventions that "looked good" might be
tried out Is being met with on experimental research laboratory, down the
Potomac river, seven miles from the
Washington navy yard, on the grounds
of the BWlevue magazine, which Is expected to be In operation this summer.
The new plant which Is primarily
for research purposes and particularly
as a development laboratory, will
probably devote a great deal of attention to radio work.

UftOO

Fresno, Calif.

New Building

Material.

At Marrero, La., there has been
erected a factory for making building material from sugar cane bagasse,
the equipment of the mill Is very
much like that In a paper factory. The
bagasse Is chipped, ' cooked ' and
washed, and then sent to beaters,
where It Is worked up until the fibers
are of the proper length. A special
machine converts the pulp Into board
and this Is dried fo four hours,
emerging as a finished product, quite
dry and hard. It Is known as celotex,
and can be worked Just like wood, and
Is solid and homogeneous.
Scientific
American,

It Is not worth while to let onr
perfections disturb us always.

Free for Our Readers.
We have made arrangements whereby every housewife who reads this
paper can obtain a copy of "Reliable
Eeclpes" absolutely free of charge bj
simply writing the Home Economics
Department of the Calumet Baking

French Sweater of Dull Gray
Wool, With Brocaded Pattern in

New

season where pastime clothes
play a more Important part than ever
before In the history of fashions.
suits of knitted fabrics
are preferred by the conservative
woman. These consist either of a
Fillmore Street, skirt and coat or a skirt and
Powder Co., 4100-2the latter in Russian blouse
Chicago, 111.
"Reliable Recipes" contains 76 pages style. Attractive sweater cohts In
of recipes and other Information ap- slightly blousing form are developed
It Is In silk and wool.
preciated by every housewife.
Illustrated In colors and will prove
quite helpful in preparing the daily
Jewelry Fads.
menu.
Black and white Is again the high
We have also made arrangements
with the Calumet Baking Powder Co. peak of fashion for jewelry. With the
whereby their Home Economics De- summer sleeveless gown the wide jet
partment will cheerfully answer all bracelet is to be used with its sparkto
cooking, ling crest of brilliants.
Jet daggers,
questions pertaining
kitchen equipment, etc. There Is abno
solutely
charge for this service.
Write the Home Economics Department of the Calumet Baking Powder
Fillmore St., Chicago, 111.,
Co., 4100-2today for a copy of "Reliable Recipes."
Advertisement.
Give Preference to
Still
Women
Costume Jewelry Which
Real Sport
Great Variety.
Knlcker Fond of camping?
Subbubs Yes, it's a relief to see
Costume jewelry Is the one fad of
so mnny bugs and flies I don't have
the season, with a leaning toward the
to kill.
stones. The Staffordin their soft colorThe more undesirable a reputation shire pottery beads
used, and the Wedge-woobeen
have
ings
to
It
lose.
the harder
Is
beads would be popular If they
were not so difficult to procure. Rock
is
crystal and onyx, or crystal alone
worn by the matrons and If there Is
one dominant note In the bead World
It Is the revival of amber. Never has
so much amber been seen as tills season, and it ranges In color from the
clouded pale amber to the dark colored strings of clear round amber unBell-an-s
cut beads which fall below the waist.
i t
Hot water
Ivory beads carved and plain and
IVa Oi-- M
coral come next in popularity,
white
Sure Relief and those
wearing mourning cling to
chains of Whitby Jet.
beautiful
the
CLL-AN- S
Some Scotch Cairngorm pins are
worn, with their silver mountings and
2St and 754 Packages, Everywhere
A chain
topaz and amethyst settings. makes a
of amethyst set in sliver
very attractive costume decoration,
while oval unpolished top'az Is most
itniinn heads are worn on a
Ull H)
black silk cord, strung at intervals, or
black ribbon witn a targe
on
china pendant for morning with ging
ham or voile frocks.
Bracelets run the gamut, out
of glass In Jnde, black
and goldstone effect are worn, some
times two or three togetner. cungie
hmralPtR arc most Dopular and
Strands of fine pearls come next in
popularity.
of a
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Radio
Dealers

Are
Making
Money
You can secure complete Information about this new and lucrative
business by reading regularly

The

Semi-Month-

Magazine
oj the '(doio Industry
It is replete with exactly the Information that the dealer, and prospective dealer, requires. One dollar
will bring it to you for four months
Three dollars a year.

Radio Publishing Corporation
Incorporated
Dept.26, 342 Madison A?ejew York City

Linen has cut more of a figure In
blouses this season than It hns for
several seasons, reappearing in different weights and different manipulations. At one big city store this
fabric, In a medium soft weave, has
been chosen for the development of a
new series of overblouses to which
Is given the name Bretalla.
The models are supposed to fill the
need for a waistcoat or gllet, but
lines, Inbuilt on ample,
stead of cleft after the rannner of a
man's belt. They come, therefore,
with sleeves and without, but with
the sleeved more In the majority.
A feature Is made of wide box
plaits, the whole blouse being constructed In a tailored manner, hnng-Instraight from the shoulder and
finished with a three or
band. This treatment has come to be
known as a Renee idea, with the band
fastened to one side of the front In
such a manner that It lends itself to
adjustment.
There Is some use of
work In addition to the more severely box plait fronted effects, and
It comes In several different collar
shapes, but nearly always Swung high.
The color range includes orchid, blue,
The styles are also
rose and green.
made up in white, these Introducing
color in collar bindings And pipings.
g

Red Silk.

Im-

vX

You'll Like

Different Weights and Varied Manipulations Characterize Some of
the Favored Garments.

Raisin Growers

d

and white dotted foulard
makes this charming afternoon gown
popular for summer wear.
long and of romantically Bedouin aspect, are used to slash through a fold
of silk and give an air to the exuet

Sun-Mai- d

Seeded

HB3
Blue

four-Inc-

hand-draw-

n

Artistic Curtains.
Gray Is one of the new tones In high
favor for curtains this season. However, it is usually combined with more
colorful tones.

BEADS AND BRACELETS ARE USED

8

d

Relief
Sure
FOR INDIGESTION
6

vpj

i.
11

half-Inc-

h

A carved and twisted snake bracelet of dark tortoise shell is worn with
hoop earrings of tortoise shell.
cut bakelite In vivid scarlet and
green has been adopted for wear with
pastime suits of green and white
stripe. Black pearl tassels with diamond studded pearl, hung from a
black silk cord are affected for evening wear.
Fancy celluloid girdles matching
sweaters In contrasting color are worn
by the younger set, and a few girdles of cut steel circles or diamonds
held together with fine steel chains
e
are also worn with sweaters and
dresses. Huge onyx and crystal rings are used for hatpins.
Tiny head bags, matching frocks in
color are used, those having the round
colored celluloid tops leading in favor.
Car-nell-

"Tablets

shell too much of a woman to stand
Many Girls Happily Wedded After alone.
Being Won in Fashion of
That there are French women who
understand that their daughters must
English Sisters.
be better armed for life is evident,
but they belong more generally to the
Number of Educated Gentlewomen petite bourgeoisie than to the grande
or the aristocracy. Not
bourgeoisie,
Who Are Earning Their Living Is
until quite lately have women of the
New
Year
Increasing Every
upper classes contemplated taking up
Occupation! Are Open.
paid work outside their homes, and
the prospect confounds them. Many
London. French parents know no
mothers would like to see their daughbetter than English parents what to ters
do with
their daughters, writes a not married unsuitably rather than
married and forced to earn their
Paris correspondent of the Times.
When marriuge falls, or Is unduly de- living.
New Occupations Open.
layed, action becomes Imperative. Formerly, marriage was the invariable
The result Is the girls of today are
remedy; today there are not enough turning' their eye to occupations which
men to go round, and girls must look hitherto have been forbidden.
The
for some alternative to wifehood and cinema iMs many attractions for them ;
motherhood when they leave school.
It la easier than the stage. The Rue
An aim in life Is essential. Their de la Palx offers
many opportunities.
parents are the first to realize this, Shopkeeplng appeals to the practical
and turn reluctantly from matchmakartist which is latent In so many
ing to the choice of a career. The girls Frenchwomen.
are less reluctant, because they do not
Business attracts more than cookdespair of finding a husband and are ing, housecleanlng,
gardening or runglad to think they may meet him and
ning a car, Teaching Is more to her
choose him for themselves.
taste than nursing. She does not look
Sometimes their dreams are realized, with favor on
any occupation which
and there are many happily married
takes her away from her family altowomen In France who have been
gether, which spoils her hands or
wooed and won In the English way.
destroys the outward signs of her Intheir
met
their husbands through
They
ward grace.
work. The numbers of educated genShe strives to keep her
tlewomen who are earning their living,
work and her private life as fnr
or preparing to do so, Increase every
as possible. The freedom which
year. The liberal professions include apart
comes to Frenchwomen with an earned
many qualified women. There are a
Income does not often run Into lifew notable cases where women are
cense.
Sound common sense ond a
associated with big business concerns,
hitherto only run by men. In agricul- practical conception of the value of
most girls from extravature women sometimes direct their money keep
even when family traditions
gance,
femno
Is
but
there
estates,
general
fall.
inine movement towards outdoor manual labor. Women gardeners can be
counted on one hand; farmers are almost as rare.
Uphold! Modern Mothers.
Mme. Leon Daudet In her recent
book, "Comment
Elever nos Fllles,"
puts herself on the side of modern
mothers in such things as sport and
liberty of thought "within measure,"
but is opposed to the Idea of women
taking a part In politics, law, mediFollow
Adventures
Exciting
cine or business.
She does not believe they will find happiness In a pubWreck of Vessel on Coast
lic career: "La
veritable vie des
of South America.
femmes est a la malson." She would
In
have her daughters accomplished
fine arts and fine manners, charitable,
INDIANS
INTERESTS
domesticated, "sachant composer un WATCH
menu et au besoln l'executer." They
should excel In well chosen sports, and
In their late teens Balzac's novels
Sailors Spend Weary Months on Coast
might be set before them.
Waiting for Rescue All on Verge
In all they
do they should be
of Starvation When Picked Up
watched ever and guarded. For daughby Coast Guard.
so
ters
educated marriage Is the only
deslruble end. They are ill fitted to go
Houston, Tex. A strange tale of adout Into the world.
ventures In the wilds of South Amer11. Pierre Soulaine in his novel, "La
ica, of shipwreck and weary vigil on
Rue de la Pulx," draws a vivid pic- the coast was told recently by Captain
ture of a girl brought up In this way Whltteuieer of the Mount Evans.
who Is forced eventually to earn her
"It was in 1893, during the days ot
living. It does not offer an encourthe sail boats," Captain Whltteuieer
aging outlook, and one feels the girl said, "that I had what probably was
who must earn her livelihood needs the strangest adventure of my history.
something more thnn the education
"I was very young then, and had
which even a delightful and virtuous been to sea only a few years. I was
home can give. She emerges from her still with the St. James, a sailing ship
on which I set out for my first voyage.
"On this voyage we were out of Rio
de Janeiro for Valparaiso.
"We had been out several days I
Child Falls in Oil
forget the exact number when a gale
Well and Is Drowned
hit us. V'e tried to stay safely out
from shore, but all efforts were futile.
Electra, Tex. "Daddy DadFor three days we were battered and
dy, help me!" were the agoniztorn by a heavy sea, and on the fourth
ing cries which came from the
our vessel was cast on a reef near
opening of an oil well
whut Is now known as Good Success
Rescuers worked franhere.
bay.
tically, but the narrowness of
When we saw that the ship was
the hole, which was 180 feet
doomed we decided to leave her.
deep, handicapped their efforts.
"We went overboard in lifeboats and
It was a race with death which
rowed for 20 miles up the coast.
won.
but
five
death
lusted
hours,
"We built a fire and waited for
Rising water In the hole
It was terribly cold. Our
morning.
drowned the child before grap
was wet and fear was felt
clothing
pling hooks were fastened into
for several of the men.
the clothing and the body was
Watch Interests Indians.
drawn from the well. The child
"When morning finally came we dewas Lee Gandy, four. He stepcided to split into two parties. One
ped Into the opening of the well.
party was to take the boats and try
to reach the coast guard station, the
wage-earnin- g

h

Manuel Proves He Is

a

Dare-Dev- il

the newest pendants.
They are fastened to cords of plaited silver braid,
long enough to allow the pendant to
swing to the waistline. Each pendant
is ornamented with a single diamond.
The pendants are in a variety of
shapes ranging from oval to diamond.
They have the merit of brightening
even
gowns and of showing
off the brightest gown to good advantage.
k

often.

WEATHER

BUREAU

If Moving to Another State You Can
Get Just the Information You
Want Prom tho Government
Washington.-'Wh-

at

is

the

health-

iest place In the United Statesr
"Is there any pluce In Florida where
a person cuu live the year round
without getting malarlaV
Questions like these oome almost
dally to the weather bureuu of the
United States Department ot Agriculture. The latter Is evidently from a
correspondent who U discouraged by
New Jersey mosquitoes and wants to
try something else. Inquiries of tnla
temtype, including questions on the
perature, climate, rainfall, and similar
factors of weather which affect living
conditions, busiuess, or work In some
distant locality, are tukeu care ot by
the clhnatologlcal division oX the
weather bureau.
The Inquirer is usually supplied with
printed data giving a great many facte
about the section he Is interested in
as well as a letter answering his specific questions.

The weather bureau has 106 printed;
Bectlonal descriptions of this character
which It sends persons asking about
conditions In definite places In conti-

nental United States. Similar data are
also available for Porto Rico and Hawaii. Information about Alaska is In.
preparation.
Needs the Money.
Tucson, Ariz. After playing every
part in life's cast from lumberjack!
and prizefighter to the graduate school!
of a great college, Fred (Kid) Wedge,
attention!
who attracted nation-wid- e
when he hoboed his way to Harvard.i
plans to leave Tucson to fill a movie
contract. Wedge declured he lntendedl
to employ his profits to return to Har- '
vard, which lie was compelled to leave'
on account of waning finances.
"It's only a means to an end with,
me. I haven't lost the old ambition,"
declared Wedge. "I expect to take
Mrs. Wedge and the boy to Cambridge
this fall and I need the money."

Sailor Tells
Strange Tale

Onyx Pendants.
"of black onyx are used for

Sleevelets Sweaters.
Sleeveless sweaters are being shown
In delicate tints for summer wear.
Models in lavender silk are seen most

OONSULT

'iwimniinr 'ir

t

Congressman Manuel Herrick of Oklahoma, who admits he Is the "aerial
daredevil of congress," being strapped In the army plane In which he attempted
to thrill blase Washington. His pilot, L. J. Maltland, took Herrick through
the loop the loop, tall spin, falling leaf and every stunt known to aviation.

other was to return to the ocean beach.
"I happened to be one of the IS to
return to the beach.
"We had gone about 15 miles when
we were stopped by a river. It waa
not wide nor deep, but It was very
swift and great pieces of Ice floated
on It.
"We were still stnndlng on the bank
of the river when we saw a band of
Indians coming toward us. I stood
close to where they emerged from behind a email knoll, so there was nothing for me to do but await developments. The others ran.
"The Indians surrounded me and
looked me over curiously. For some
time I was undecided what to do. I
was frightened. The Indians were reputed to be cannlbuls. Then a woman
in the band noticed my watch fob.
"I took out my watch and gave It toller. I was surprised to find that It
was still running. The ticking noise
proved interesting to her, and she directed the attention of the whole band.
"The rest of the party observed that
I was having no difficulty with the
Indians and started back to me. As
they drew near they came In for a
great deal of comment from the
but there were no Indications
of violence.

"I walked slowly away from the
Indians. No effort was made to stop
me. When I had drawn a short distance awny I halted and motioned the
others to follow me. They, too, left
the Indians without difficulty.
Live on Grassei.
"Afterward we learned that these
Indians were known as the Terra del
Fuego Indians. Their name was derived from the land In which they
lived, dubbed Terre del Fuego by sailors, because of the peculiar blue light
that shone over the Islands at times.
The Indians wore no clothes except
a loin belt, despite the extremely cold
weather. The belt they obtained from
the skin of a Gunaco, a species of
deer that thrives In that territory.
"We lived for several days on what!
few grasses we could find and upon ti
small shellfish, something like a clam..
We found these growing on rocks.
"About a week later we reached St.,
John's lighthouse. That Is a coast
guard station for the Argentine govern- -'
ment, but a boat calls only once every
three months. For five months we'
waited for a boat to call. During that
time one of our comrades died fromi
exposure and the rest were on the
verge of death by starvation when we
were picked up by the coast guardi
boat Amatlo. We found out that a.
revolution had taken place in Argen-- i
tine and that It bad been necessary
to take off all the coast guard boats.
"We were taken to Ooswar, the mosti
southernly port In the world, andj
stayed there for about a month befor
we finally caught a boat to San Francisco again."
Lace Curtalni for Fish Neti.
Portland, Ore. Crowds of Portland'
people flock dally to the banks of
Sandy river, 14 miles from here, to
fish for smelt which are now rtfnnlng.
Hundreds of automobiles are parked
dally along the highway and traffic
officers are needed. The smelt are so
numerous that big hauls are made'
with all sorts of improvised drop nets,,
ranging from bird cages to lace curtains.
(
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Pickett's Charge Is Repeated by the Marines

The publicity department of the
AID
Irish Irregular army has announced
that Lamon de Valera U at field general headquarters, serving on the staff
LIVE
From All Over
IN
or tne director of
operations. It Is be
lieved headquarters has been transferred from Mallow to Limerick. The
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE provisional government reaffirms its
HARDING ASKS GOVERNORS
OF
determination to suppress the revolt,
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
28 COAL STATES TO SAFEChen Chiung-Mlng'troops hav
HOME AND ABROAD.
GUARD WORKERS.
broken the drive of Sun- Ynt Sen
The new highway from Tnlnrosa to
rorces in the vicinity of Shlukwnn, In. Mescalero will
soon be completed and
Chen will be one of tlie finest in thnt part
fueling considerable losses.
Chlung Ming, w ho controls the railway of New Mexico. A
large force of men WILL
FROM ALL
PROTECT MINES
between Canton and Shlukwan has Is now rushing the road to
comple
sent 14.000 troops northward from Can tion.
ton.
Iicserves around Shlukwan ap
The cabbage crop In the Mesllla val
pear to have lessened Sun's chances of ley, near
ACHIEVESAYINGS,
DOINGS,
Mexico, will amount to more PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE EXPLAINS
Canton.
recapturing
than 100 cars. Prices range from $20
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
FAILURE OF COAL STRIKE
Famine and plu;; In Russia are un to $35, the
average being around $27.50
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
der control, President Harding was in
CONFERENCE.
ton. The
market varl
formed by Secretary Hoover in a pre ety Is the oneCopenhagen
favored in that district
liminary report on the use of United
The Springer, N. M., post of the
States Grain Corporation funds for reWESTERN
Washington. In the name of the
American Legion is not making plans
lief
work.
Mr.
The
Hoover
situation,
ltudy Knepper, golfer tie luxe, Is the
for a big two days' fair to be held at common welfare, and the paramount
to
be
chammuch better aft
added, promises
of the American people for the
newly crowned
Springer the first of September. The need
pion, dethroning the reigning title hold- er the harvest although it Is too early program will consist of a big exhibit production and transportation of u fuel
no Elm, by 5 up and 4 to to determine whether American relief of
er,
cattle and horses nnd all kinds of supply, President Harding, through
go In a stirring mutch at the Omaha work will be extended.
fnrrn products, as well as a big list of telegrams, called upon the governors
rebellious
of twenty-eigh- t
coal states to furnish
Chang
Country Club course. It required
events.
United States marines recently
holes to decide the Issue, although
still la holding onto sporting
und safeguards to men and
the Battleot.Geft'ysburit, but under modern conditions and by modern
protection
Miss
Stephens, 10 years old, employers willing to resume work in methods. Pickett's charge, as they made It, Is here shown, the photograph being taken at the
there was scarcely ever a doubt as to the rolling stock he took from the rail shot outBethlne
"Bloody Angle." At
both
home
in
her
her
at
eyes
Is
the
seen
Senator
road lines between Peking and Mukden
the Industry notwithstanding the mine
right
the final outcome.
Pepper, of Pennsylvania preaching to the marines on Sunday on the battlefield.
when
to
commit
she
Demlng
attempted
Sheriff George White of Santa when he made peace and retreated suicide. Three shots are said to have workers' strike. To the efforts of the
northward. As this amounts to about
states In this direction, he said, "the
Cruz county was killed and Xlanut-been fired, two of them taking effect
Martinez and Placldo Sllvas, convicted 75 per cent of the line's available In the face, one of her eyes being federal government pledges to you ev
normal trafassistance ut its command."
murderers, escaped vt hen an automo- "4ulpment, resumption of
blown out and the optic nerve of the ery
Behind the telegrams there loomed
bile In which the prisoners were being fic Is Impossible, despite the more other stiot off.
the definite indication of a government
taken to the state penitentiary at peaceful conditions caused by his withfriends in Nogales, Ariz., are appre decision to obtain the resumption
drawal,
of
Florence, Ariz,, overturned on the
of
hensive
H.
of
Gordon
the
fate
Glore,
A grave political situation Is develTucson highway near Continentransportation Hnd mining, both ham
and
a
aboard
Nogales contractor,
party
oping In Poland as the result of hosby labor walkouts which high
tal, eighteen miles south of Tucson.
his fishing schooner which, according pered
officials consider intertility between President Pilsudski und
government
William Kennett, clerk of the SuCato word received In Nogales from
connected and associated.
Korfanty, the newly appointof
has
Court
Nevada,
officially
preme
orca, Sonora, sank in a storm on the
ed Polish premier, according to adReplying to a question, Attorney
notified ttio First Judicial District
ight of July 4, near St. George's bay,
vices In London from Warsaw. The
General Dauglierty said : "Naturally
of
Minden
at
the
thut
Nevada
Court
ff
coast
Sonora.
the
of
Polish army is said to be supporting
there's a relationship between the rail
Supreme Court had decided that the President
Thirty business houses were flooded, road and coal situations, whether in
Pilsudski, but the supportattorney general of the state had no ers of Premier
floated
Korfanty are standing several Mexican dwellings
spired or conspired, I am not suytng."
authority either under the statutes of firm and assert
Korfanty will not heed away and three bridges washed out by
the state or the common law to bring
John L. Lewis, president of the
flood which swept through the bor
an action to annul the divorce ob- the president's request that he resign. der
United Mine Workers of America, de
No
and
of
cities
Ariz.,
Nogales,
Formal and official announcement
tained by Mary I'ickford from her forclared the President's message to the
des, Sonora, recently. The flood wa
that (irent Ilritaln will pay her debt of
mer husband, Oivt-- Moore.
governors
"merely a gesture which will
came
down
ters
leads
an
which
arroyo
The effort of Illicit liquor upon coun- $4,300,000,000 to the United States, into the two cities from the northern not produce coal In any substantial
was made in the House of Commons
quantity," und asserted that the mine
try dances was discussed at the sesHubert Home, chancellor of the part of Sonora.
workers' strike would he continued.
sion of the joint convention of 1'acifle by Sir
O.
Ills
nnd
Fitch
to
Sarah,
debt
wife,
British
Floyd
the
exchequer. "Our
Before the telegrams had been dis
Northwest sheriffs and police officers
each
ere
in
sentenced
to
a
solemn obligation
States Is
thirty days
Samuel Gompers, president of
and the Idaho State Association nt United
patched,
J.
the
Justice
and It will he met," said Sir Robert.
Henry
county Jail by
Cot-uthe American Federation
of Labor,
The Philadelphia and Heading express from Camden to Atlantic City, while running at high SDeed about mid- P'Alene, Ida., and resolutions It Is
ason
of
charges
expected this announcement will Sullivan of Phoenix
in a statement that Presl- - night recently, plunged 40 feet down a steep embankment. Twenty persons were killed and scores Injured. The viclater were passed advocating strict
their adopted daughters, predicted
sault
after
end to discussions of "debt
an
put
tims were mostly women and children on their way to Atlantic City for a holiday.
ent Harding's invitation to the oper
regulation of the rural dances and legOphelia and Nutline Fitch, 13 nnd 8 ators to resume
islation giving county sheriffs authoroperations would rebared
their backs
had
respectively,
sult In no appreciable increase In proity to grant and cancel licenses for GENERAL
nd shown bruises and wells which
duction. He added that "when 500,000
Three persons killed, at least two the children said were Inflicted
public (lances.
by men are
aggrieved Is a poor time inThe continued drought has caused others so badly injured that their re- the foster parents.
deed for the roll of drums, the rattling
covery Is doubtful and property damsome deterioration to
Two sets of brothers battled on the
f sabres and the pounding of the
age that may reach $3,000,000 was the
crops and ranges in the Rocky Mountoll of storms and, a tornado that open range near Stooplerock, P. 31., mailed fist."
with the exception of
tain states,
fortv miles east of Clifton, Ariz. One
President Harding In his telegrams
parts' of South Dakota and NeA
as killed and another wounded.
northern and eastern Wyoming and the swept
braska recently.
explained In detail the negotiations
to
said
is
over
feud
horses
cattle
extreme northeastern and east central
and
nd conferences with union officers
Governor Hardwlck of Atlanta, (la
ave precipitated the fight. Bat llrud- - and mine
sections of Colorado, according to the
operators and the offer of
Ku Klux
the
declared
unless
has
that
agricultural statisticians of the U. S. Klan discards Its masks and removes berrv, who, with Ills brother, Mart existing wage scales to the striking
bureau of Agricultural Economics In all
Bradberry, is said to have battled miners, nil of which had ended, he
secrecy about Its membership that
who was slain, und said, In failure to reach a
these states. Irrigation water is gen- he will
ask the Legislature to "tuke Johnny Fuleher,
voluntary
erally plentiful with the exception of strong steps to make, the wearing of Sidney Fuleher, who was wounded, al- adjustment and left no recourse but to
his
not
is
extent
the
of
Larimer
and
Weld
counties
though
Injury
Iioulder,
Invite the mine operators to return to
masks a wHine" in Georgia.
known.
where shortage Is reIn Colorado,
their mines and resume operations.
G. Workman, of Water-town- ,
Edward
The contract for the new road In the For this hist endeavor, lie asked the
ported.
New York, evidently missed Mlmbres
valley from Santa Rita to assistance of the states.
WASHINGTON
the war, so lie brought It to San Lorenzo, has been let to Peterson,
The telegrams went to the goverThe farm population of the United his porch, in the form of a
Shirley and Grumher of Omaha, the nors of the following slates:
States on Jan. 1, W10, was 31,U14,M),
from
the cost to he over $115,000. The distance
shell, "a dud" salvaged
Governor Kilhy, Alabama; MoRae.
or UO.O per eent of the total population
urtlllery range ut.I'lne Plains. Klther Is about 014 miles and the building of
Arkansas; Shoup, Colorado; Ilnrdwlck,
of the country according to returns of the heat of the sun or the blow from a
one
new
of
will
the
road
the Georgia; Small, Illinois; McCray, Inopen up
the last census announced In Wash
child's croquet mallet exploded tne finest
sections of the valley to diana; Kendall, Iowa; Allen, Kansas;
ington by the census bureau. Of this shell, killing eight children and wreck which farming
the markets have been shut off Morrow, Kentucky; Ritchie, Marywere enumerated ing the concrete house in which Work
number, 31,350,0-1will be land ; (Jrocsbeck, Michigan ;
In rural territory and 255,029 on farms man's family and that of William L. for several years. The work
Hyde, Misstarted at once and the new road will souri ; Dixon, Montana; Mechem, New
located within the limits of cities and Salisbury lived.
In order to be Included lu the restricted quota, thousands of Immigrants
he completed by early fall.
Mexico; Morrison, North Carolina; on
other Incorporated communities having
which had been lying outside New York harbor for some days made
ships
to fix responsi
action
Grand
Jury
2,51)0 Inhabitants or more.
Approximately $:OO.00) in outstandi- Nest os, North Dakota; Davis, Ohio; a race up the harbor on July 1. The photograph shows some of the steerage
bility for the recent coal mine warfare
state warrants, which the slate of Robertson, Oklahoma; Olcott, Oregon; arrivals on the steamship Conterrusso
The ltepubllcun agricultural-tarifnear Herrin, III., will begin us soon us ng
taking their first look fit New York.
Arizona heretofore has been unable to Sprout, Pennsylvania;
McMuster,
bloc got another setback in the Senthe community has had a chance to
be?
South
now
will
Dakota; Taylor, Tennessee;
paid upon presentaate, losing 33 to 24, Its fight to make "cool down," Attorney General K. J. pay,
dutiable Imported vegetnble oils, used Iirundnge of Illinois declared In Chi tion at the treasurer's office, It was Neff, Texas; Mabey, Utah; Trinkle,
In
announced
Phoenix by State Treas- Virginia; Hart, Washington; Morgan,
in the manufacture of uonedible procago upon ills return from a personal
ducts. The Senate then, without u roll trip of Investigation In Williamson urer Karhart. The payment of these West Virginia, and Carey, Wyoming.
warrants, some of which are of long
call, approved) rates of 3 cents a pound
county. Hrundage said tlint "It looks
1
on cottonseed oil and soya bean oil, as though the mine owners were in- standing, he said, Is made possible unTo Attempt
Flight
f!
and 4 cents a pound on coconut oil and discreet In their display of armed der the provisions of the financial
San
Texas.
Antonio,
Crossing the
code which went into effect on July 1.
peanut oil, where such oils enter into strength." He declared that the mine
American continent In one day by nir- Karhart urged holders of all state warthe manufacture of edible
were
to
accustomed
terrorize
guards
j
rants to present them for payment at plnne und making only one intermedi
the community.
ate stop will be attempted, by Lieut.
once.
Clerks employed In postofflces
Gene Sarazen of Pittsburg a little
James II. Doolittle of Kelly field,
The total assessed valuation of the
native-borAmerican
of
throughout the United States will, durt
of
This young lady, Miss Khea. La'
twenty-eighthe
railroad
ing the remainder of the summer seaItalian descent, pushed his way out in property
Chinese Treasury Empty.
Forte of Alhambra, Cal., Is the most
operating ill Arizona for
son, be permitted to enjoy a half holifront of the world's greatest golfers, companies
!)!!'.! taxation
beautiful woman In California, accordpurposes, according to a
Peking. Minister of Finance Tung
day
Saturday, providing the work many of them old enough to be his statement issued
the
Tax
ing to a committee of artists, sculpState
by
doors
of
closed
the
the
Kang
to
won
national
has
them
the
depart
been completed
open golf
nsslsgned
father, and
tors and other Judges of pulchritude.
Is $100,3n."i,(!.'i(iri0. or
Commission
ment
of
on
a
finance
with
announcewith
noon
the
that day, under an order championship at Glencoe, III.,
by
less than the total assessed valholes of
ment that they would remain closed
issued by First Assistant Postmaster score of 1!SS for seventy-twuation of the same property in 1021,
General Harriett.
until funds could be found for the
play, lasting two days.
which was $101,1GI,85!).00.
WE MAY TALK WITH MARS
Charles Bouzek, a deputy sheriff of
While optimism as to the outcome
empty treasury. He predicts that PresAdelbert Holludny, 30, of Miami, and ident Li
hosLutheran
died
in
the
Rock
Creek,
administration
of the railroad strike was reflected at
his
Daisy,
daughter, will be unable to weather the present
the White House, there was further pital ut St. Louis of a fractured skull drowned
in
Globe.
near
Roosevelt
lake,
a
with
over
the
blow
a
crisis. Tlie finance minister presented
1iyad
evidence thut the administration In- caused by
while bathing, went beyond her his
resignation to President LI, but the
tends to keep a firm grasp on the sit- baseball bat In the hands of Charles Daisy,
her
and
her
cries
hearing
father,
depth
latter refused to accept, while acting
uation and that every force at the Woolesey of Valley Pork. Woolesey, for
swam
out.
In
an
to
help,
attempt
Premier W. V. Yen urged Tung to reThis photogra.pl shows bow the Brazilian steamship Avare, a new. pascommand of the government will be enraged over a decision made by
who was umpiring a baseball- rescue her. lint Ii perished in spite of main until parliament meets.
senger liner, keeled without warning in Hamburg harbor. More than a score
utilized to Insure maintenance of
the
of
efforts
Donald Brown, also of
of persons were killed.
game at Fenton, near St Louis, struck
necessary Interstate transportation.
Miami, to save them. Both bodies were
Bouzek with a bat.
Governor
Coal
Warns
Profiteers.
Shoup
The final official step in the consumMillions of dollars are to be spent recovered.
Denver.
treaGovernor Shoup warned
mation of the
At the recent special election held
for building during the ensuing year by
ty of Yap, concluded during the arma- the Benevolent and Protective Order In Cimarron, N. JL, the $75,000 school coal operators against "profiteering or
ment conference was taken by Presi- of Elks, according to the report of re bonds carried by a vote of almost 3 to taking un unfair advantage of the people of tills state" by advancing the
dent Harding w hen he issued a presitiring Grand Exalted Ruler Willlum 1. The bonds will be sold soon and
dential proclamation to the effect that Wallace Mountain, presented at Atlan- the construction of the building will wholesale price of coal during the
the treaty had been concluded.
The tic City. The assets of subordinate be started at once. It will be connect- strike. Governor Shoup declared that
national guardsmen and state rangers
treaty recognizes Japan's mandate lodges now amount to $o8,00U,234, and ed with the remodeled present buildwere detailed to strike duty, "not for
over the little island, but stipulates the elaborate building program for the ing, will have nine class rooms, a comthe
protection of any pocketbook, but
Ufcit America shall enjoy "open door"
dobined
erectbe
und
to
are
there
gymnasium
auditorium,
year shows that
to protect the mines nnd miners who
'privileges and equal rights with ed In various parts of the country thirty-- mestic science and manual training
wanted to work, nil of which was done
rooms, library and superintendent's ofone
new homes.
Japan.
only in the Interest of the public at
Urging Congress to enact new legisFive coaches on the Seaboard Air fice.
large."
U. S. Senator Holm O. Bursum wired
lation to destroy an alleged Standurd Line No. 3, the "Seaboard Fast Mall,"
Oil monopoly in the gasoline trade, the New York to Jacksonville, turned turLas Cruces, N. M., from Washington,
Assassins Sentenced to Death.
federul trade commission charged the tle
south of Cox, Ga. A ne- D. C, that his bill creating an
London.
Reginald Dunn und Joseph
with
killed
national
and
corporation
"perpetuating the gro dining car cook was
park at the Mescalero Indian O'Sulllvun were sentenced to death
control
which the several pasengers were Injured. The reservation and the Elephant Butte
very monopolistic
for the murder of Field Marshal Sir
United States Supreme Court sought train struck a broken rail and five of lake and dam was reported upon favHenry Hughes Wilson, who was shot
to terminate."
the cars were tossed Into the ditch. orably by the Semite committee on In- In front of his home on Eaton
place
James II. Wllkerson, a Chicago at- The locomotive remained on the track dian affairs.
last month. The men were convicted
torney, has been nominated by Presi- with two cars.
Tentntlve plans for the entertainDr. C. 0. Abbott, assistant secretarr
after trial In the Old Bailey. Thus
dent Harding to be United States dis"I believe It is necessary to give ment of the delegates to the American twenty-siof the Smithsonian Institute, who befrom
on
the
date
days
trict Judge for the northern district of Germany a respite In the payment of Legion convention to be held In Douglieves that we may communicate with
which the noted soldier was murdered,
,
Illinois. He suceeds Judge K. M.
In the Spreewuld, the Venice-lik- e
suburb of Berlin, are located handsome other worlds by wireless.
reparations to enable her to restore las, Sept. 18, 19 und 20, were made at the men who fired the fatal shot were
The cost,
who resigned to become high com- - her finances," Premier Lloyd George (t meeting between the State comdwellings and estates. To guard these properties from fire a special gondola he saya, would be very great, but the
nnd the death pennlty Im'onvlcted
. nt Kuaaholl
....
announced lu the House of Commons.
has been formed by the Berlin fire department. The boats, with their day will soon arrive when the probi
mander, Dunne Bird, und officials of
This constitutes a corps
posed on them.
crews nnd hand pumps patrol the zone constantly.
the post io Douglas.
lem will be met.
In
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Carbon
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IT Has Been Our Policy to Give Always the Best Service
At Prices Equal to Those At El Paso or Other Large Cities
Mailorders Solicited. All Orders Filled and Forwarded
In The Mail Following Receipt of Same.
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"No! "Martin nodded. "Yes,

was. Now where

did he aret
his ettects had been found a thick t?I thought thatrings
like
book about one foot sauare. with yours were uniqne--evein India
cover of exquisitly carved ivory.
I hey are", Leila assured
The key to the book had never him. "My father stated
to
been found, and being: unwilling Blanche and me that thev and
to ruin such a valuable posses- three others were thp only ones
sion, the aisters had left it un- in the world. 1 don t know much
about their history but if you
opened,
Leila Carnngton and Martin eally wish to k m,w it, we will
Kent were discussing all the break open my ivory book, where
unusual points ot the sad affair, my father told me that all relat- when there was a knock at the ng to our rings would be found
door. Leila called "come in",and
"I think, Miss Carrington,
a slender dark-faceman entered that it would be advisable. I will
He bowed low before them and bring a lock smith when I come
in a musical, well modulated
voice said, turning to Leila "I
The following day the ivory
beg your pardon for this in book was opened and the lock
trusion, but upon learning of smith sent away, and Leila and
Miss Carrington'a sad death. Martin sat down
to
which I doubly regretted because read
jt,
I had bo often called
upon her
'
here, I determined to present my
sympathies to the sister of one I TOBACCO'S FOES
so respected and admired. Here
my card Miss Carnngton, and
LOSING GROUND
if a devoted servant can in any
way aid vou, I trust you will c 11
upon me".
'Thank you Mr. Kahn", si Canvass of 7,847 Editors Shows
looked at the card,
it is very
7,393 Communities Against
kind of you to so promptly ex
Abolishing Weed.
press your sympathies, and in my
sister s name I welcome you. Mr. ANTIS LOSE THREE STATED
K.ahn, I wish to present to you
Martin Kent, who is endeavoring
UUh, Under Mormon Influence, Onl
to discover the perpetrator ot
Commonwealth to Adopt Prohibition Meaaure During Year.
this awful crime".
The two men bowed, and
"la tobacco going to nave Its seal;
Abraham Kahn shot a keen
fidde.il to the belt of the prohibitions
introduced
thus
man
at
the
glance
Hia glance was returned by a cool beside that of tb lamented but a
stare that evidently disconcerted yet not altogether late alcohol!" U
him. Perhaps because of Kent s the question aaked by Garret SmKt
unwelcome presence. Kahn stay In an article to the current laiwe of
led only a short time, and as he Leslie' Magaelne."
The writer reachee the concluilon
left. Miss Carnngton begged him
to come again. Just as Kahn bow that while there ha been increased
ed his good-ba gold ring fell Rotation and legialaUve activity oa
from his pocket to the floor. He the subject of tobacco following the
success of the drive for prohibition
immediately retrieved it and
of liquor the effort of reformer! seek-In- g
backed out hastily;' ""
was
to abolish tobacco have no general,
For a few minutes there
tilence. and then Martin said in support Thl opinion la baaed on the
i low voice, " perhaps you did result of the questlonnalrea en the),
lojt notice it, but the ring Kahn subject sent out to newspaper edltert
iropped was exactly like your ii tna couuwv oy me run
d
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YOUR
HAND

Something to Think About
By F. A.

q Characteristics

OF INJURIOUr PEST

PRACTICE

I

of will,

you find In your grief that
cannot do It.
Pride scores as dlctutor.
Like a beggar you sup on Its dry
crusts, and go to bed night after
night with un ache In your heart
and a sting In your conscience.
Yet
you keep
going crookedly
about the byways and highways of
life and continue year after year the
ragged practice of unbending your
neck or curving your lips with a
you

MillCXDSIlIP, the must snored of
all moral bonds, Is never appreci
ated at Its full worth until by some
unlooked for snap of Its gulden moor-it.g- s
It takes frlttht und Hies away.
In the excitement of the moment,
the loss may not he keenly felt, but
as the years ride by In their swift
chariots, lines mark the face and
strands of silver streak the hair,
there comes to the loser an Inexpressible sense of loneliness which
sharply reminds him or her of the
glorious sun thut has set behind the
purple hills.
A friendship
which multiplied joys
and divided sorrows Is gone forever.
As you repeat this word "gone" in
the night when you are alone, and
agnln In the morning and ut Intervals through the day. It comes upon
you with a new and terrible meaning.
How gladly you would erase It, but
In spite of your oft boasted strength

UllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU

i viddies SIX
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E

Will M.

Maupin

!
f
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DON'T WORRY!
the sun Is blazing hot,
Don't worry!
When the breezes bloweth not,
Iion't worry!
Think how It affects the corn;
Hamper crop, as sure's you're born
(Jot up smiling every morn.
Ixm't worry!

JITUKS

friendly smile.
It no longer matters so much how
your behuvlor appears to the glaring eyes of the world, so you persist stubbornly to air your pride and
flout It In public places, dropping
dally n little lower from the high
Ideals so sacred to you In the peaceful, hallowed days of friendship.
In the background
of every pic-

Plans Being

ture

human

depicting

unhapplness

ly

A S WE may read by various slgni

the hand thut the fortunate
subject has acquired, or is to acquire.
or
wealth
Inheritance
through
through his or her own exertions, so
we may read also, Jn the hund, the
loss of wealth, after It has been pos
sessed and enjoyed.
Inspect carefully the finger of Sat
urn, the middle or ring finger, near
the top, for a star. If it appears
plainly near the edge of the finger.
It Indicates loss of position and
See also the Mount of Sa- money.
See also the mount of Sat
money.
urn, which lies at the base of the
base or beginning of the mount, a
zigzag line, the same loss Is Indicated.
Naturally, It must be understood
that these signs, as so many others
In the hand, are not always perfectly
clear and
and great care
must be exercised In reading them, In
conjunction with the other murks and
signs in the hand.

SCHOOL PAIJS
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Shocks',
604H, f

0,0.00

Don't worry!
I'ay his huge outrageous toll,
they've got you In a holt
If not Ice, then it's for coal
Don't worry!
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perts It was felt that the monthly reports of changes on the farm should
Include reports of births, deaths,
losses,
marketings, purchases, and
animals bred, with periodical classifications of the numbers of animals
on farms.
This service will be an
expansion of experimental work carried on by the division of crop and
live stock estimates during the last
three or four years. Monthly reports
will be obtained from 70,000 to
0
farms, and state Indexes of
changes at least for the corn belt,
and eastern and southern states will
be developed.
The range states on
cattle and sheep will be covered by
a series of
reports because of the difficulty of getting
monthly reports from those states.
Information to Be Given.
The forecasting and reporting of the
Important live stock movements will
be based upon the movement of feeder
cattle and lambs from the range states
to the corn belt feed lots, the movement from the feed lots to market,
the movement Into the eastern feed
lots such as Lancaster, Pa., and the
movement out, the forecasting and
estimating of the yearly lamb and
calf crop of the range states, and
estimates of the feeder hog movement in the Middle West. A careful
study is now being made of possible
methods for gathering and reporting
this Information.
At conferences held to develop a
live stock reporting program, representatives of farmers' organizations,
live stock shipping associations, the packing establishments,
and other live stock Interests were
present. Many large live stock producers' associations In the West have
also ludicuted a desire to

In hot weather and when subjected
to heat or fast work In the hot sun,
horses sometimes lose consciousness
and fall, or as It Is commonly ex
pressed, they have sunstroke.
Sunstroke differs from fits In the
absence of excitement, the breathing
Is slow and often of a snoring char
acter, the pulse Is slow and Indistinct
The harness should be removed and
the horse placed In a comfortable
position in the shade and propped up
on his brisket. Cold water should be
dashed on the head, or cracked Ice
in a bag be applied to the poll and
the head elevated. If the horse is
conscious
enough to drink, small
quantities of cool water should be
offered frequently.
Four ounces of
whiskey may be given, diluted in cold
water. The horse should be sponged

A

,,;3
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"Worry

JOHN

BLAKE

that, unless he is a phenomenon, the chance will be gone. He
enn progress after fifty, go farther
than he bus ever gone, but rarely unless he Is going strong on his fiftieth
birthday.
Look at your remaining years as
an asset. Examine the next ten of
them for opportunity, and see If you
cun ullot to each enough work to
curry you ut a better pace into the
next decade.
Ten years wisely employed at any
time after twenty ought to make a
man either a success or a failure.
They may not be enough to bring
a fortune, but they ought to bring
habits and methods which later will
Insure Independence.
Compare the next ten years with
the last, and determine that these
stretches of time, now empty and unimproved, shall be filled with achievement that Is worth while.
You can put Into them almost anychoose work,
you
effort,
thing
thought, or Idling, and time wasting.
Almost any man can be made or
You have at
broken In ten years.
lenst that time before you If you are
the age of the average newspuper
render.
Make up your mind that even If
the last ten years counted for noth
ing the next ten will count for much.
Make that purpose, and stick to It.
And these coming ten years will be
the best you have ever known.
(Copyright br John Hlak.

)

0
World's Water Power.
The total available horsepower In
the world derivable from fnlllng water Is reckoned at 4:19,000,000. Africa
leads with 190,000,000, Asia has 71,- 000,000. Europe Is credited with
South America With 64,000,-00- 0
and North America Jwlth

optimism

cannot

travel

the same road, to nay nothing of going
In tlie sunio company.
A real good worrhT la not generally sought after, either

In

business or social life."

FOR THE FAMILY

MEAL

HP O MAKE hot lunch sandwiches,
chop remnants of ham fine; season
and moisten with cream or melted
butter and put on buttered slices of
bread.
Press the slices firmly together and trim them In oblongs or
Ileat one egg, add from a
squares.
cupful to a pint of milk, according to
the number of sandwiches ; add a little
pepper and salt and dip each sandwich
in the mixture, turning once or twice
until well saturated. lirown delicately
on both sides In a hot frying pan with
a little butter. Serve at once on a hot

platter, garnished with parsley or
nasturtium leaves and blossoms. Sandwiches filled with Jelly may be fried
the same way, dusted with powdered
sugar and served as dessert.
Apple Salad.
tender apples thinly, leaving the skin remain If bright red.
Mix with hnlf as much finely-cu- t
onion or cabbage.
celery, chopped
Add enough thick cooked salad dressing to hold the mixture together. Peanut buttar may be used In place of
the dressing If desired ; season with
salt, pepper and thin with a little
vinegar and water. Serve on lettuce
or in apple cups.
Slice

Hamburger Steak.

Grind round steak through the meat
grinder adding a pinch of cloves, with
the usual seasoning of salt and pepper
and one-hal- f
of a smnll hot pepper
rubbed to a paste (using the canned
chill, though the plmentoes will do),
adding tabasco sauce. Pat the meat
Into a flat cake and broil under a hot
gns flume or over clear coals. Turn
until both sides are seared, then cook
more slowly until done to the center.
Serve covered with melted butter and
sprigs of parsley.

13J,

b
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COUNTY AGENTS AID FARMER
Specialists in Many States Now Devote Full Time to Management
Extension

Work.

northern and western
Twenty-fou- r
states now have 30 specialists to devote full time to farm management
extension work. County agents In 895
counties report that they distributed
51,083 farm account books In 1921;
519 counties reported 18,448 books
kept, and 444 reported that 8,454 farmers were assisted In summarizing their
accounts. County agents In 237 counties report thnt 2,972 farmers made
changes In their business as a result
of keeping accounts. "More than 800
schools, with an attendance of 20,000, were held In 1921,
the United States Department of Agriculture reports.
farm-accou-

SKUNKS WORRY BEEKEEPERS
Little Animals
Coax
pdortferous
Honey Gatherers Out at Night
and Eat Them.
report from Ohio received by the
llologlcal survey of the United States
Department of Agriculture says that
skunks are giving a great deal of
trouble to beekeepers In that region.
The skunks visit the hives at night
and scratch on the outside till the
bees come out. As soon as they appear the skunks eat them. The biological survey recommends tha under such conditions the hives be
fenced In with chicken wire at least
three feet high.
A

A

will
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Homemade Garden Weeder That
Not Only Keeps Down the Weeds
but Serves as a Cultivator to Break
Up the Hard Cruet Between the
Rows.

WINDSOR, INtk A Larimer. Rooma 750
up. Special ratee to permanent

Our Job Work
I Advertises Itself
ft:

m

Sri

Judicious Advertising
Creates many a new buaneta.
Enlarges many an old bmines.
Preserve many a large business.

-

Revives many a duD business.
Rescues many a lost business.
Saves many a (ailing business.
Secures success in any business.

We Are

at Your Service

f

Call on Us or Call Cat Up
and We Will Call oa Yon

Dyeing-Dyei-

25

ng

Years of

Successful Dyeing
The

Model
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One Good Type of Covering

Cleaners and Dyers

BROADWAY,

DENVER,

COLO.

to Pro

tect Horses From Torture by
Stable Fly.

From a few pieces of flat Iron, such
as old buggy tires, and a wheel that with cool water and rubbed briskly all
can be taken from an old wheelbarrow over till he Is dry and rested. Plenty
or truck, it is possible to make an ef- of fresh air should be allowed, with
ficient weeder for keeping the home out a draught.
The same treatment Is to be given
garden free from weeds.
The device Is constructed, as Ind- horses that have been overdriven in
icated by the drawing, with a blade, hot weather and are suffering from
parallel with the ground, which is heat exhaustion.
pushed along Just uuderneath the surface, cutting the roots of weeds and CLEAN BATH BEST FOR HOGS
other plants outside the rows. Not
Animals Will Show Appreciation by
Making Profitable Gains If
Given Chance.
tnuck

SPULIAI, HUSH SUItHCIO ecured II
you mrntlan tble paper when writing
flrma hrlow.
DIAMONDS AND WATCHES,
ion jewei.ur i:i.
noil
HVTffr. and
Repairing. All orders promptly
ettended to. Flat. 1K79. 1 6tti ft Champa.
OI.KA1VFHS AND I) Y Pill

When Subjected to Heat or Fast
Lose
Work Animals Sometime
Consciousness and Fall.

GARDEN

Old Wheel an Efficient Tool Can
Be Made.

semi-annu-

fttyfttwtfttfftttttiittwtwAfter

t

Agriculture.)

Outbreaks of webworms In corn In
the Middle Eastern states can be pre
vented only by cultural methods, ac
cording to the bureau of entomology
of the United States Department of
Agriculture. Unlike most of our de
structive pests, the various species
of webworms are ail natives of Amer
ica and have not been Introduced
from foreign lands.
Summer or very early fall plowing
should be practiced. Plowing in late
October or November has little effect
because the worms are already In
their winter webs under the surface
of the ground. Land that has been
In sod or pasture, or lain fallow and
grown up to weeds and grass should
be plowed In July or August, If It Is
Intended to plant It to corn the fol
lowing spring.
Grasslands of all kinds meadows,
pastures, or lawns furnish the nor
mal food of sod webworms, but they
also gnaw young corn plants below
the surface and deform them so as
to prevent the production of grain.
After the corn is once planted and
the field Is found to be infested there
Is no practicable method of getting
rid of the worms ; the only thing that
can be done is to produce conditions
that will permit the corn to grow In
spite of them.
Disking In the spring, the application
of fertilizer, and the sowing of sound
seed are the chief preventive measures that will have any effect. Nei
ther poisoning nor trapping has met
with any success.

He

100,-00-

Uncommon

tkt

Prepared by the United Statee Department
01 Agriculture.)
Plans for a nation-wid- e
live stock re
porting service showing the monthly
changes In the live stock situation on
farms are now being made by the Unit
ed States Department of Agriculture,
under the $70,000 congressional appropriation recently made for this
work. The service will also Include
the forecasting and reporting of the
Important live stock movements.
Make-U- p
of Reports.
At recent conferences of statisticians
and crop and live stock estimating ex-(
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Careful Study Being Made of Possible
Methods for Gathering and Distributing Information to Those
Interested.
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Hot, nl course, but what of that?
Don't worry !
It will make the harvest fat.
Don't worry!
Toll today tomorrow rest;
Hracp your nerves to stand each test,
For whatever Is, Is best
Don't worry!
(Copyright by Will M. Maupin.)
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GIVEN

With Few Pieces of Flat Iron and an

!

CHERUB

BE

couRse

o

Don't worry!
a silver lining bright.
I mn't
worry
Don't let trouble trouble you;
Just refuse to fret and stew;
To yotlr own good sense prove true
Don't worry!

THE CHEERFUL

DETAILS WILL

KEEP WEEDS OUT OF

lias

of twenty-one- ,
ten
is a
years, while nut a lifetime,
long stretch ahead.
At the end of the coming ten years
he will be well un his way to wherever he Is g'llng, success or failure.
If he could understand Just how
much those ten years mean, Just
what can be dune with them, Just
what they will yield If rightly cultivated, there would be far less
trouble und distress In the world.
To the man of forty, ten years are
ten years which must nut be wasted.
The next ten years are his best, as
far as productivity Is concerned.
If
he has nut iniide the last ten years
count, he still has g chance with the
next ten.

ALL

HORSE LIABLE TO SUNSTROKE

ime vouH

Every dark cloud In your sight

attainment.
To the boy

After Crop li Once Planted and Field
I
Found to Be Infested There
la No Practicable Way of
Getting Rid of Them.

Country.

nothiH'

Can't help tilings by looking blue.
Don't worry i
Smile and fust keep on your way,
Things will work out right some day,
So let nothing you dismay
Don't worry!

boy of eight, ten years Is
Ten years ago he
bud no existence.
Ten years more
and he will be a man In stature
a size that seems to hlm far beyond

of

Give Monthon

Pe

TvMFOIV.

eternity.

Farms

to

Situation

A

Things h ok hail the country through?
Don't worry!

rpoan TIIK

Changes

in

(.

When the Iceman brings his bill,
Don't ivorry!
Keep your tongue and temper still.

TEX YEA IIS

Made

Control Webworms in Corn by
Cultural Methods.

In

you will find tin ugly blur of color
quite at variance with the rules of
caused by a slip of the
harmony,
tongue or a spurt of passionate anger (Copyright by the Wheeler Syndicate, Inc.)
O
between two persons, communities or
The Scream of the Pipes.
nations.
It Is clulmed for the bagpipes, by
If you will study the blur Intently,
you will find that It Is the evil thing some admirers thut it Is among the
that destroys peace and strews oldest of musical Instruments. Whether or not the oldest, it is certainly the
battlefields with rivulets of blood.
If you have a true friend, give loudest of all Instruments. The duke
him or her the best of which pure of Sutherland owns a bagpipe which
friendship Is callable of giving; or, figured at Prestonpiins, and must,
if you have quarreled, break the therefore, be nearly '!00 years old, yet
It can still be heard at a distance of
truce and heaven will bless you !
19:12. by McClure Newspaper
Syndicate) eight tulles.
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REPORT SERVICE

LOSS OF MONEY

It.WHJED

PREVENT OUTBRFAKS

NEW LIVE STOCK

How to Read Yrur

and Tendencies the
Capabilities or Weak
nettes That Make for Success or
Failure as Shown in Your Palm

UMIKER

NEW MEXICO
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Given a chance hogs will keep them
selves clean. While we have come to
associate these animals and muddy
wallows, the fact of the matter is
that the hogs are usually compelled to
ive in places where they cannot avoid
the mud. If the premises are so ar
ranged that the swine can keep the
bodies washed oft and at the same
time stay out of the mud they will re
spond In gains as an expression of

their appreciation for the opportunity
to have regular clean baths.

only will this Instrument keep down SUITABLE FEEDS FOR
SWINE
the weeds, but It also acts as a
cultivator by breaking up the hard
crust between the rows and conserving Farmer Who Can Produce Large
Crops of Barley, Kafir or Milo
the moisture for useful vegetation.
Should Raise Hogs.
C. L. Meller, Fargo, N. D., in Popular
Mechanics Magazine.
Many persons living In a section
AIDS SOIL where Ingood corn crops cannot be
GREEN MANURING
an average season hesitate
raised
to raise hogs even If they can produce
Methods
of
One
Oldest
Really
large crops of barley, feterlta, kaflr or
Crops for This Purpose Were
milo. For all practical purposes these
Used by Ancients,
feeds are Just as good as corn for
or fattening hogs, and any
Green manuring plowing under growing
one who can produce these crops can
green crops as a means of soil im- grow hogs.
provement, although it has been emphasized In recent years, can hardly PROFIT IN HOME
GROWN FEED
be called a new discovery, says the
United States Department of Agricul
ture. It Is really one of the oldest Closer Feeder Sticks to His Own Crops
Better Showing Will Be Stock
methods. Crops for this purpose were
Returns.
used by the ancients, the Romans using lupines, which were sown in SepA good rule for all farmers to fol
tember and turned under in May for
low Is to feed what they raise as much
the benefit of the following crop.
In Germany the use of lupines be- as possible. Some purchased feeds
gan In the middle of the Nineteenth will usually be necessary, but the closcentury and has proved an Important er the feeder sticks to his own crops,
factor In reclaiming the sandy lands the better showing will he make when
In England he figures up his profits on a bunch of
of parts of Prussia.
legumes and other plants are com- plgp or cattle.
monly used; in India and Japan the
farmers gather green plants of many TO MAKE
PAY
kinds, sometimes even cutting twigs
from the trees and carrying them to Sanitation Must Be
Provided, Togeththe rice fields.
er With Suitable Feed and
In the United States the use of
Pure Water.
e
crops Is much
special
more general In the South than In the
Filthy, damp or dusty quarters, fol
North. Under Irrigation they play an hogs are not disease
breeders, but
In
In
orchard culture
important part
are disease builders. You must pronot
under
the West, but
vide sanitary 'quarters,
good feed,
conditions.
plenty of pure water, and these with
bred
care
stock
and
constant
pure
GREAT IMPORTANCE OF GRIT means a profit at almost any price.

INFORMATION

DEPARTMENT

GormmircluTTnqfulrieTaS
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
July Crop Report.
total
This year's
Washington.
wheat crop was forecast at 817,000,000
bushels and the corn crop at 2,860,000,- 000 bushels by the Department of Ag
riculture In Its July crop report.
Winter wheat production was fore
cast at 5G0,000,0OO bushels.
Spring wheat production was fore
cast at 248,000,000 bushels.
All wheat conditions
per
as-8.-

of normal.

jent

Corn production was forecast at 2,- bushels based on an esti
mated area of 103,234,000 acres, or
99.4 per cent of last year's acreage.
Production forecasts and details of
other crops were announced as fol8G0,000,000

lows

:

Oats
els

;

Production, 1,187,000,000 bush

condition,

74.4.

Barley Production, 182,000,000 bush
els; condition, 82.6.
Rye Production, 82,000,000 bushels ;
condition, 89.9.
Limited Hits Freight Train.
Kansas City, Mo. Six persons were
killed and forty Injured, most of them
seriously, when the Missouri Pacific
Scenic Limited flyer, westbound, from
St. Louis to California, collide head-owith a local freight train here. Most
of the passengers were from the East,
a railroad official said here. The train
makes few stops In Missouri and Kan
sas. Misunderstood orders are believed
the cause of the wreck.
n

Big Lumber Company Buys Timber.
Washington, D. C. The forest serv
ice of the United States Department of

Agriculture announces the

sale

of

285,000,000 board feet along the upper
Rank river. Knnnunlmlp Nntinnnl For- -

e.ti Washington. Areas adjacent to
this tract, which are reserved for future sale, contain approximately 1,200
million feet of timber. Under the pro
posed plan of forest management, the
average yearly cut will be limited to
40,000,000 board feet. Forty years will
be required to cut out the existing
merchantable timber, by which time
the present Immature timber will be
ready for the ax. By the practice of
scientific forestry, logging operations
can thus be sustained in perpetuity.

G

green-manur-

Lack of Material Will Cause Indigestion and Impaired Health of
Poultry Flock.
Many poultry raisers gradually beto slight the Importance of grit
Lack of grit means poor digestion and
Impaired health. Regular poultry grit
should be kept before the fowls In
boxes or hoppers at all times. In addition, a load of gravel near the chickens' home would Improve the health,
and Increase the egg yield on many a
farm.
gin

Value of Protein.
Protein Is the nutrient which makes
young animals grow, repairs an old
animal's body and which largely produces the finger nails or hair In humans, milk, meat, wool and horns In

domesticated animals.
Protecting the Pig Crop.
pigs special care after the;
treatment
have received double
against cholera. Through lowered resistance at this time they maj get
Give

sick.

U. S. Will Protect Mails.
The government,
Washington.
through appointment of deputy United States marshals, will make sure
that law and order Is preserved, property and life protected, transportation
of the malls continued and Interstate
commerce not Interrupted despite the
strike of railroad shopmen, Attorney
General Datigherty announced after a
conference with President Harding.
Mingo Treason Cases Dropped.
Indictments
Charleston, W. Va.
growing out of grand jury Investigations In Mingo county against officials
and members of the United Mine
Workers of America have been stricken from the docket by Judge R. D.
Bailey in Mingo Circuit Court. C.
Frank Keeney, president of district
N. 17 of the miners' organization, received the following telegram: "Indictments against you and other officials wiped from the docket. Practl-aall- y
all others nolled."
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AUTOMATIC BRAKE AND IGNITION
CONTROL TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS
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Stevens Got Their Goats; So Did They

rELAVAN

LAKE,

WIS.

When

millionaires, most of them
for seventy-threpaid
Toggenburg does, they set a
new record high mark for the sale of
goats and signalized the elevation of
the formerly humble animal to a position of Increasing Importance in the
dairy Industry In this vicinity.
The goats, which were bought In
California In April by Charles A. Stevof eleven purens at the behest
chasers, are said to be of the finest
of them are
milking stock. Forty-fou- r
pure bred, und the others are high
class registered grades. The pure
hreds averaged $400 each, and the
grades brought an average of $172
eleven
Clilcagoans,

fern

1

A
C

e

each.

The sale was held In a specially constructed pavilion at Awgwnm, the
Wanted-Olde- st

forty acre estate oi Charles A. Stevens. More than 200 persons, many of
tbem weh Known Chicago Gold Coast
residents, motored to the scene or
traveled thither on the "Goat Sale
Special," a train of six purlor cars
and diner, chartered by Mr. Stevens.
Col. George L. Bain of Lexington.
Ky., one of the most expert livestock
auctioneers, "cried" the sale.
Arthur L, Farwell paid .$1,000 for
one animal, Iloseiuont's Polly Alpha,
the highest price bid nt the snle. Col.
comOtto Falk of the
pany, Michigan, bought the second and
third highest priced animals for $1,4011
and $1,200 respectively.
Col. Falk was the largest purchaser,
paying $4,8.r0 for seven animals. Arthur L. Farwell was second, with
purchnHos amounting to $4,3(!0, and
W. 0. Washburn, a millionaire flour
was
mill owner from Minneapolis,
third with $4,105. Other purchasers
were Mrs. James A. I'atten, A. Watson Armour, William Wrlgley, Jr., K.
J. Lelmiann, F. C. Farwell, Joseph P.
Allyn, wealthy resident of Delavan,
and .1. C. Vaughn.
"This Is not merely a fnd," prophesied Dr. Anson Cameron of Chicago. "I
predict that In the future nearly every
suburban family will have Its own
goat."

A new accident preventive for automobiles, which protects car, driver, pedestrian, and the other fellow's car as
well, Is now being manufactured after two years of experiments with the
original patents. It Is an automatic
brake and Ignition control, and its purpose Is the minimizing of traffic accidents; the prevention of accidents
while cars are parked, and the reduction of Injury to cars or to pedestrians
when accidents occur at high speeds.
The vast majority of automotive accidents, however, occur at speeds below
15 miles an hour. Little short of a
miracle can avert disastrous results In
accidents when the automlbles are
traveling at high speeds, so that the
developers of this device have devoted
their attention to the production of an
attachment which will prevent, and,
where Jrapfisslble to prevent, minimize, the results of collisions and
other accidents at lower rates of
speed, hotably In traffic In cities. In

d

.

e

ARE ECONOMICAL
Manufacturers for Years Have
Called Attention to Importance of Lubrication.
OWNERS DEPEND ON DEALERS
Inferior Article Decomposes Easily
and Forms Large Quantities ' of
Sediment

and Carbon Residue
Wear Is Result.

Automobile manufacturers for years
have been Impressing on motorists the
vast Importance of correct lubrication
for the maintenance of the Internal
Their stand has
combustion engine.
been taken from an economical standpoint and In order to Insure the long
life of the motor.
A recent Investigation In the oil
market showed that a large percentage of automobile owners do not
specify a particular brand when purchasing a lubricating oil, but depend
entirely on the Judgment and preference of the dealer. This fact makes
possible" the harmful practice of substitution of an Inferior grade at the
price of a quality oil,,

British Women Find Mates in Canada

You Auto Know
That the carburetor strainer
should be cleaned and drained
regularly in order that no dirt
can pass Into this delicate
mechanism, which is, In reality,
the "lungs" of the automobile.
Trouble with the carburetor Is
generally due to the presence of
some tiny bit of dirt which has
passed the strainer and which,
like a morsel of food swallowed
"the wrong way," Interferes with
the breathing. Even the smallest
particle of foreign matter In the
needle valve or the intake valve
of the vaporizer will cause the
engine to splutter and spit and it
Is seldom that this trouble can
be eradicated until the dirt or
dust has been removed.
Even the straining of gasoline
through wire gauze or a piece of
chamois does not do away with
the danger from fouling the
for a considerable
amount of sediment always accumulates in the gasollDe tank,
and this will be carried forward
to the carburetor. For this reason, the strainer Itself should be
drained off regularly and then
thoroughly cleansed, in order to
insure the proper function of the
"lungs of the car."
(Copyrliht, l2j, br Th. Whiilw
car-burt-

Syndicate, Ino.)

ONT. The cream of
womanhood Is flocking to a vast Gretna Green on the fertile plains of Canada, in the last
two years up to April 1, 1022, C2.408
women have come from the British

OTTAWA,

isles to Canada, the vast majority

of these being listed as "unaccompanied women." and the reduction of
Britnin's million surplus women just
has begun.
Within a year after their arrival It
Is estimated 40 per cent of these girls
are married. The Canadian government is the Cupid in this romance. TI,e
Dominion deiwrtment of immigration
naturally Is one of the most Important

branches of the executive department.
Throughout England, Scotland, and
Wales there is an organized propa

and wear result. If the majority
Educational Campaign.
such
Feeling that there are definite steps of the motorists realized that overwhich can be taken to eliminate this conditions can be very largely
oil at a highfact, the producers have Inaugurated come by using a quality
an educational advertising campaign er Initial cost, a great deal of troubl
would be elimby means of which the Importance of with most automobiles
correct lubrication is taken up step inated.
by step In a language which any layman can thoroughly understand.
Lubrication has become recognized
as such an Important factor that engineers have spent years of Intensive
research to produce a lubricant which
will maintain Its body under the exA new owner of an automobile,
treme heat generated in the motor,
which varies from 150 to 1,000 degrees when searching for trouble, often ere
Fahrenheit, and to function properly ates more than he finds.
and" every possible condition.
A carburetor should not be adjusted
Inferior Oil Wasteful.
It has been found that an Inferior until the engine Is run until It hag atwould normally delubricating oil very easily decomposes tained the heat It
velop on the road.
and forms large quantities of sediment and carbon residue which has
Go over the electrical system and
no lubricating value and Is therefore
waste material, This sediment and see that all loose wires are fastened
carbon residue crowd out the good and loose connections attended to. Tesl
nil frnm the hearings and rnnlillv the battery and. If necessary, have II
Frlc-- ! recharged to capacity.
moving pats of fie machine.

AUTOMOBILE

GOSSIPS

ganda by lecturers who travel constantly through the counties. The
chief of this division is Miss Mary V.
Burnham of Ottawa, who served in
France as nurse.
The lecturers agree to place the
girls in Jobs In Canada. Owing to the
industrial depression In Canada now.
all positions offered are In domestic
service. The provinces are ready to
agree to pay the passage and necessary expenses of the girls, the money
to be repaid on easy terms from the
wage received.
A Canadian official takes the girl
from her home to the port of embarkation. An official conductress accompanies the' girls on the ship, living
with them throughout the journey and
continuing with them in a special train
from Quebec to their employment.
The demand for woman workers In
homes always has been greater In
Canada than in the United States, and
It always exceeds the supply. All applicants for girl workers are carefully
Investigated under supervision of the
government's women's bureau.
Ontario reports that 95 per cent of
the girls whose expenses to Canada
were paid In advance met their obligations on time.

The daughter of a
count, a lawyer who was
a major in the A. K. F. in France and
an actress, who Is a magazine cover
artist's model and who has been declared a prize beauty, figure In the
breach of promise suit begun in
Supreme court by Miss Catherine de
years old.
Cathellneau, twenty-eigh- t
The defendant Is John L. Feeny,
thirty-threyears old, an attorney and
a member of a
family. The
prize beauty, for whom it is alleged
Mr. Feeny Jilted Miss de Cathellneau
and thus spoiled a wartime romance
was Miss Alison Frances McBeun, but
now Is Mrs. John L. Feeny.
Miss de Cathellneau caused Feeny's
arrest on an order from the Supreme
court. He furnished bond of $2,500
and was released.
The French girl's father was the
Count de Cathellneau. The girl lived
with her aunt, the Countess Martinet,
In Vlvy, Haute
Marne, where the
ftmlly occupied the Chateau Vlvy.
In the course of his' wooing, said
Miss de Cathellneau, her hero told
her that he was receiving $5,000 a
law firm In New York;
year from-that his family was "well known and
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Special Care of Baby.
That Baby should have a bed of its own all are agreed. Tet It
is more reasonable for an infant to sleep with grown-up- s
than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant. Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must b
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarranged
by improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of giving
to your ailing child anything but a medicine especially prepared
for Infanta and Children ? Don't be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had from the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-ups.

MOTHERS

SHOULD

READ THE BOOKLET
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Wise Bird.
Grandfather wns a patient In a hospital. In the yard stood a tree, and in
this tree was a robin's nest. The sparrows seemed to take great? delight In
seeing how miserable they could make
things for Mrs. Itobln by diving and
pecking until she would leave the nest.
One morning when Grandpa wns
looking out the window he sriw a twig
fustened with a string just above the
nest on which wns suspended a card,
The breeze
the ten spot of dlnmonds.
kept the card whirling back and forth
frightening the sparrows away. Mrs.
Robin went ahead with her work and
hatched her brood unmolested.
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FARMERS

PARKER'S
RALSAM

14 AIR

ARE WORKING HARDER
Restores color rim
HaJd
and Faded
.
Botyoo. toana. Cray
91. w at irnrc-vAnd using their feet more than ever before.
Wfca. Pttbnguf,lf.T.
n.afoi
For all these workers the frequent use of
Allen's FootEase, the antiseptic, healing HINDERCORNS
touaea, etc., ttopa all palo, eniuraa comfort to tit
powder to be shaken into the Bhoes and fret,
walk lor ar. 18a. br mall or at Drug
increases their Clita. makes
sprinkled in the foot-batUlaoosCsemioal Work, f atefaorna, M. T.
comefficiency and insures needed physical
i I rn placed antwheri
fort. Allen's Foot s Ease takes the Friction ft i tp ri m
MLLLn ATTRACTS AND KILLS
from the Shoe, keeps the shoe from rub- UfllOl
ALL. FLIES.
Neat.
freshfrom
wearing,
bing and the Btockings
c lean .omunental.eon
ens the feet, and prevents tired, aching
Tement, cheap Laata
Vfade
of
season.
all
and blistered feet. Women everywhere are
metal, can't spill or
constant users of Allen's FootKae. Don't
tip over; will not soil
or injurs anvthlnir.
get foot sore, get Allen's FootEase.
Guaranteed effective,
More than One Million five hundred thoubold by deeVrs. o
6 by ETI'KERS,
sand pounds of Powder for the Feet were
prepaid,
i.a,
used by our Army and Navy during the
BAKULU tJUali, iett 1 lUlb At., lirooklyo, N. T.
war. In s pinch, use Allen's FootEase.

rU ii

West Texas Military Academy
Cuticura Soothes Itching Scalp.
retiring gently rub spots of dan- B.o.T.0. San Antonio, Texas an Tear
druff and Itching with Cuticura Oint- Affiliated wim the DnlTernltr of Texas,
West eutnl, Annapolis ana leaaing
Next morning shampoo with
ment.
of the United States. Army officers
bf War Department. Uniform
Cuticura Soap and hot water. Mnke detailed
eqnlpmentlsBaed by Uovernuient. Separate
Junior School. Swtmmlns Pool. Athletlo
them your everyday toilet preparations
lfleld. Ubauplonsol nooiDanana isueoau.
and have a clear skin and soft, white Opens REFT. 5. Write for new lUnntrated
catalogue. J.TOM WILLIAMS, Sapt.
bands. Advertisement.
On

FOR BURNS CUTS ITCH 60RE8
75c at stores; 85c by mail. Address

5

New York Drug Concern, New York

inHiuu-tlon- s

Talkative.

HEMSTITCH INU and P10OTINO ATTACH.
MKNT; nta all sewing machines. Price $21
chrcks 10c extra. LIOHT'S MAIL OHDKH
A I. A.
Mo I
127.
HOU.KK.
BIHMINOHAM.

Nothing Else Afoot.
Post "New York Is overcrowded
with motors."
Parker "Yes, there'!
more nothing afoot but plans for relief."Judge.

Approved Treatment.
Mrs. Benhnin
Money talks.
Knicker "The Good Book tells us
Benhnrn Then you've got
to love our enemies." Bocker "And
than your share of cash.
the check book tells us to loan 'em."
It only takes three drops of raU
Working for board and clothes is
Cunning sets a trap for others and unsatisfactory because the clothes to keep one from going to some placd
he doesn't want to go.
puts his own foot in It.
always are.

Low Price and High Quality
Don't Go Together. Stick to

The Economy

PBWEHEIH

Never accept "Just as Good" Brands;
it will only mean disappointments and fai-

lures on

bake-day-

,

Calumet Is a

A. E. F. Romance Gets Into the Courts
NEW

Hon

Lust

AVc$efab1elfc!partto6rAj
.:;i..i.(,ninfrnnauvivEi:iMtingUieStomaclis andjowelsJ

Man and Woman Farmers

oldest man and
actually engaged
ta fanning In the United States.
These two oldest farmers, whether
tliey live along the Atlantic or 1'ucillc
coast. Gulf of Mexico, near the CaCushionof Contact and
nadian line, or plow corn in the MisDriver and Object Hit.
sissippi bottoms, will be given $100 in
which the majority of automotive ac- gold und a complete outtit of modern
cidents occur.
farm implements, und all their exSame Place as Bumper.
penses will he paid to the first annual
The new device Is carried In the exhibition of the Central States Fair
same place as a bumper, but Is not a and Exposition, Aurora, 111., August complete outfit of tools from hoes and
bumper. It Is a simple mechanism IS to 20, Inclusive, officials have an- rakes to plows and harvesting maconsisting of flexible contact bars or nounced.
chinery.
cables fastened by goosenecks to the
America's oldest Indians in the West
The search for the oldest man and
front and to the rear of the car, being woman not necessarily man and wife and colored farmers in the South will
equally applicable to passenger care
In the whole
country bus been have a chance to make this trip, for
or to motortrucks. These contact bars, started by farm bureaus, farmers' In- farmers of all nationalities are eliyielding to a pressure of only 15 stitutes, farmers' unions, farmers' gible.
pounds, make contacts with electrical-ly-wlre- equity, and other agricultural organizaEvery community has Its veteran
contact points, In turn conand country news- farmers and the fair officials request
aided
city
by
tions,
nected with a brake and Ignition con- papers and farm magazines.
thut they be entered in the contest
trol contained In a small cyllndei
The man and woman may live In by sending their names to Clifford It.
which rides freely with the brake rod different parts of the country one Trimble,
secretary, Central States
111.
so as not to Interfere with the foot or
may come from Florida and the other F;r and Exposition, Inc., Aurora,
ordiunder
car
hand braking of the
Farm advisers and members of the
from Washington but no matter what
nary conditions. The slight pressure state they live In, the association will bureau's executive committees from
on the contact bars makes connection
thirtv-ilvcounties in northern and
pay all expenses of the trip both ways
In a fraction of a second, setting tin
central Illinois met at Aurora, and
will give $50 In gold to each.
and
brakes, cutting off the Ignition ana
To make farming easier for them completed their plans for county exthereby adding compression, to the When they go back home, Implement hibits that are to be displayed at the
braking force and blowing the horn.
manufacturers will equip them with a big midwest fair this year.

FIND BEST OILS
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The Illustration Shows the Flexibility
ing Protection Afforded

Children Cry For
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which are expensive.
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well-to-d- o

their parting
he promised he
would send for her to come to this
country.
Three months later she received
800 francs from him and she came to
America. Then, in April, 1922, he told
her that he no longer loved her, but
that he Intended to marry another
quite
on July

Upon

"

15,

1919.

Best that science can

produceStands the

girl.

The plaintiff said Feeny suggested
she go hack to France. Then, said
Miss de Cathellneau, last May Miss
McBain and Feeny were married.
In May, 1921, Miss McBeun received
first honors as a prize beauty nt a
contest held In Town hall In connection with the endowment fund campaign for New York university.

.

When you use it you
never spoil any of the
expensive ingredients
used such as flour,1
sugar, eggs and milk.1

BEST BY TEST

test of daily use.

The World's Greatest Baking Powdor

ffi

talis

Gives Charming New Color Tone to Old Sweaters
or tints as you with
PUTNAM FADELESS DYES-d- yet
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UdTtCt Of

Amended

Lilt
f

No. 1
TO ENTRY OF
RFSTORATION
LAMjSIN NATIONAL FOREST.
Ni. u e is hereby given thst the lands
de.-i.uembracing 78. 13
Fitwt,
ere... wiih.i. ih Gila
Mexico will lis subjet to SettleNew
the
unHer
ml
provision ul
ment
entry

tht&re

--

thattH

such applications filed on or after
lWibut priorlo July IK, 19W
June
will be treated a niiiiuitaneouiji
at 9 a. m. on July lit, ISttiS. All such

doing so when you have a saving
account at this bank.

Money that's idle meansmney
wasted. Put your savinf to work
and watch the interest grow.
We watch both the prin
cipal and interest for
you ana relieve
you of all the
banking rvorries.

f

June , 1W2. D.
Amended List
K. Parrott Acting Assjstsnt
of the General Lssd Orlice

j

N.i.J

Sa fety -- Honesty

k

a

j

WHEN IN NEED
Of anvthing in the line of

GENERAL MERCtiANDliSE!
give us a trial.

T.

Turkv

G.

(rust 3rd. 1922.
Date of fourth publication,

guat

10. 1922.

JS.- -

11V

.

CUA
iirsH
V
riVVS.

eT1lI MSI i

kKJLB.

Groceries,
Dry Goods,
Shoes, etc.

NEW

MAGDALENA,

MEXICO

I

First NationaLT&nk
Magdalena, New Mexico

5 per cent pard
on titne deposits

!

your patrWage Elicited

4

4

west UuarUr WWi ())of- JSotion

(J8)

r tM,0tttlrt'OBar- ! nan
the
(SEJKand KtrfHfclf
Southwett Quarter (SWJ) of Section
Sec. 5;
Seven (7); the West Half (Wl) of the
SW1-- 4 bf SW1-of Sec. 4;
Southeast Quarter (SEi) and tha East
SE1-- 4
Wl-of Half(EJ) of the SonOiwest QusrUr
of NW1-4- ,
oi aecnon n,ir6ten (18): the
NE1-- 4
NWi-of SW1-- 4 and
Northeast Quarter (NE1) of the Nort
SEl-l4o- f
Sec. 9;
west Quarter (NWi) of Section Nine
teen (19), all in Township One (1)
SWl-4o- f
SWl-4- f
Sec. 10;
aouin or Mange sixteen (IB) West
New Mexico Principal Meridian..
RW'l-M- .
"SEl-'- 4
El-2PlafntifTfurther asks f6;jud- of 'sM-- i
El--

LiathejWofk

General Repairing;

2

f

IfiW.

The Reserve Gamgb

ot

2

NWt-4,JNEl-!-

bf gWl

4

4

ur

of

4

Weldfnf

Oxy-Acetyle-

2

SWI-4Sec.l-

EVERY JOB GUARANTEEl)

,

3;

.
.of genlifit m'theiiuni of $56l7. 00
with' intert tb'date of 'saleand
of NE1-4- :
NEl-4.an- d
NE1 4 of that the above described land
NWl-4-o- f
Is
of NWI-4- .
be sold according to law and the l
Wl-ofSWl-4- ,
of
and NE1-4- ,
no
proceeds of such
21;
of Sec 24; on the amount 'fotTndae Jon 'tfie
and Wl-- of SE1-note herein described, and for
SE1-4- ,
NWl-4'o- f
Wl-of NE1
'A drug store that can give me
El-2and SW1-of all proper relief and the cost of
of SW1-SW1-4SWl-Sec.
just what I want ia tablets, pencils,
of this action.
of,;
25;
SE1-- 4 of SEl-4o- f
NEl-'an- d
Sec.
pens and other school things is
You will also take notice that.
26: S1--- 2 SWl-- of Sec 32, SE1-the store that will get my trade."
unless you enter your appearance
SEl-'4,o- f
Sec.33; SWl-- 4 of SWl-3u that is just one part of the
of Sec.' 34; El-- of NE1-- of 'Set in said cause-- , on off before? the
16th da'y" "of
35. nit in T. 2, SIR. 16 W.
nrodern
1922
acilyice ot oiir store. Not
ptimber:
SI 2! of NWI-- 4 of Sec. 2; NEl- - judgement will,, be rendered
all sorts of school supplies but
only
of SHV4, and Lot 4 of Sec. 3;
the ..many home -- needs of the
vou by default:, The
NWI-- 4
of ayalnst"
Lot l'tff Sec. 4; Wl-names'of'th'e
schools.
satisfactorily
at?orrfyi for the
16 W. SE1
T. 3.
5; all-ianswered here.
of NE1 4 and El-- of SE1 4 of plaintiff are W. B. Bunion and
of NWI-4- . of Sec. rred Nicholas, and their post
Sec; 32; SWl-33. all in T. 2 S. II IT: W. El-orffceand business addresses! art
of NWI-- 4 of Sec 6, in T.3 S. R,
Socorro, New Mx'e3, and Mag
17 W. .
Buy it by the box, by the pound 6r
Planliff futher asks for judg dalene, New Mexico,
tablets. The very best grade
in
ment in tne snm of $27,119.16
that
you can secure for the price
In Witness Whereof.
and that the above described
land be sold according to law and hereunto set my hand and affixed
you wish to invest can be purchased
here at a saving jnrtime and trouble.
the proceeds of such sale applied tha seal of said court
this, the-upon the amount found due from
We can show "an array of tints andJexY.
the'saTd defenhfnl! to-- the plain- ftth day of July, 1922.
turcs large enough to include your favorke.
tiff, and for al tfrjif
ad
7
A. T. Chavez.
the costs of this action.
And you will also' take notice County Clerk and
that unless you enter your ap- Clerk of the District Court of
pearance in laid forte1 on or bef- Catron County. Sew Mexicoi
ore the 19th day of August 1922
ByW. D. Newcomb
judgment will berenderd in said
Deputy.
cause against you and each of
July 27 to Auguest 17,
you' by default. The attorney
for the plaintiff.are Ward, Askren
& Hedgcock, and their postofTice
RDAY
and bdsiness addresses are East
La Vegas, New Mexico.
EVERY-SSTDA. ,T. Chavee
Miss Carrington asked Martin I had been given one, but Blanche's
i
Clerk
n
evident anxiety what had had been stolen by a Hindu servBy W. D. Newcomb
happened to the rinsr found in ant, and She had been wearing
'her sister's hand;; aixdt seemed LeiJsx's while Leila was away on
'
Perry Madden
Bftly itfitwM whw he product business,., , . .... : T:
ed it She explained that it had
RESERVE THEATRE been a very cherished gift from had'iJellsaitUtLi,h4L?Mti
LAWTH
been murdered in On of thq
their father. Each of the sisters
NSW MEXICO.
MAGDALENA.
Uatiuti to last ssfs

of SW1.4f

Nl-- 2

J'

NWl-4'o-

f
NWl-4'o- f

Phone No. 3

A: G. HILL, Manager.

pt)

4,

Gas,,0iisf Accessories and Supplies'
Compare our prices withjothers.

andVSWl-4:-

Sec.14;

81--

2

C

Sonny Says- -

2

d

4

4

MODERN,:UP-TO-DAT-

E

r

S

STEAM'

HEATED

HOT and COLD RUNNfNG WATER

4

4
4

2

Hotel' w$$m
HERMAN A. FUNK E, Proprietor

MAKE IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDXLENA

WHEN

YOU VISIT

t

MAGDALENA

'

EA'T

ATiTHB

,

4

Meals and Dininrt Room Serried

"'

a

2

We Use Every Effort to Please Our Patrorii

The Best

4

S--

.

Bandy for Stationery

rlif

IGMINT'S

R3agdalena Gate
Courteous'

Good Service

Ail the

Delicaces

;tht

treitmeot

the Market Affords

fteserve

GOOD PICTURES

Au
Au

mtJV
IffH1

'

A

4

SWl-'4b-

27, 1922.

Date of third publication,

m

A

NmW'Wl

2

,

July

.

J?

4

SEl-4ofSee- 4

iWi.Se.'lion 26. Township 1 N.. Ba
N.
14 W.,
M. P. Meridian, jiidsj

Date of second publication,

1

2

..

.,., ...

I

10,-192-

2

Reserve, New Mexico

OF CONTEST

,

J- -

to-w- it:

i'-

20. 1922.

'a

--

him;to-blalntifl-

Department of the Interior
Land Offlct,
States
United
Sa ta Fe.New Mexico, July 6th,

July

00

been filed ana is now

date until paid, on which there tion, is the plaintiff and you are
ia now due the principal sum of
defendant; that the general
$10,447.40, together with interest nature and objects of said suit
amounting to $930.01, making are as follows:
the aggregate, amount due. oni
The Blairftiff seeks to recWeV
April L1922, the turn of; $11
377.'4t?Bnd alsoupota.;;a cerftii
judgment 6n Jprcfcfssory' aottf
pW.trirl3ofy noCe"k' dateli Jaty" 2, dated November
5, 1920. due six
1921. due si months after date,
months
after
of
date,
sum
calling for
for
the principal
calling
$11,600.00, and bearing interest the principal sum of $2,102.43,
at the rate of ten per cent per and bearing interest at the rate
annum from data until paid, upon of ten per cent per annum from
which there ft Ww' fle 'the laid date of
maturity Until1' paid,1 on
Sum.1' together1;. with
principal
interest amfturftitfg Ho SmM. Which 'thfere isnovf due"
makhigthe aggregate, amount principal sum $L237.52," together
due on said note the sum of with interest amounting to $283.
$12,469.94, and also upon a cer- 38, making the arareirate total
tain proroissory 'hole dat?d July
thesuin'lof
op May
inatn1; 1) earing ,due
1, 19h,' cdue h
fnteTSt atkthe 'ratfc of ftenf pfr: $152b:90;fand Wso ufpon'b certain
cent per annum from date until promissory note dated November
paid, calling for the principal 3. 1920, due six months after date,
sum . of $760.18. upon, which cajling for the principal sura of
there1 is now 'H&et4 "said fyrfq.' $3."635.00, and beariaii f
interest
togelfier"
cipafsum" of
with intern amounting to 3ab.Zo at the rate of ten per cent oer
makinir the airtrrrgate amount annum from maturity until paid.
.due'April 1, 1922, the sum of An which there ' is ndW due the
a principal auln:-;bSfat6.43;n'd .
.$i5435l6a,l.to-- certain inaeniure oi mortgage gether with interest
amounting
made and executed by said defendants to CedliO ''Roaen'Wald, to $350.47,makiBg'the aggregate
Mat- mrio'unt'due'ik Ma?y 10,'1922the
assigned" Bjf
ed June 30. 1920, and acknowl- sum of $3,585.47; and also to
edged September 4, 1920; and foreclose a eertfn indenture of
given .' to;' iecure'tf o certai.B mortgage made ftnd exe"cotedb
promissory notes ui wnicn the aaid
defendant, A. J' Harper,
two tirst above mentioned notes
ana
also
all
interest
are renevfalSjlitd
given to secure tne two certthaV"mhnye4ac(?Hi4'd thafcorv ain-' promlisWy
nlbe
decribed described, and also all interest
uDon the following
real estate situate in the County that
have accrued thereon
of Catron, State of New Mexico, and may
attorney fees of ten per cent
on amount unpaid, according to
El-of
nd El-of NWl-tne tenor ana eaect of said notes
'' thfdttdwWnf.! deMibM
hip6n
of
'19; 'El'.2'of
real estate situate in th'e County
30; Wl-- 2 of NE1
of Catron, State of New Mexico,
and Nl-- of SE1-- of Sec. 31;
Wl-of 'wit:
and SE1-of SW1-Sec. 32, all in T.l S. R.
The East Half
.f the NorthI

,

grounds for his contest healfegas
that entryman haa abandoned
said lands .for mora than,, four
years last part ana next mar. y
date of affidavit; that faiis aosehv
and default was not due military
or naval service of ' the' Uuitea
States or in any ortfaniiation
connected therewith.
You are, therefore,
further
notified that the said allegation
will be taken as confessed,' am'
your said entry will) be cancelled
without further riicht tob heard!
rither before this offic w f.o
ppeal, if you fail to file io thit?
office within twenty days aftT
the FOURTH publication of this
notice, as shown below, youi
under oath, ipeciflcally
rngponding to these alIegationJ
if contest, toprether with .flu
proof that you have served a
copy of your answer on tne said
contestant either in person or by
... .
registered mail.
You should state in your ant
iwer the name of the post price
t which you desire future no
tices to be sent to you., i tf
A. M, BERGERE.' Rater.
Date of first publication,

tl

.

-

To Ericarnacion Saiz.of Quema
do, N. Mex., Contested.-- .
You are hereby notified that
CarlW. Dah!, who give.,.Datfl
New' Mexico, as his post-offaddress, did on June 3, 1922, tilt
n this omce his duly
corrobor.
to conUst Ano
ed application
secure the cancellation of
homestead fcintry No. . 033564.
23,
made August
K SWi, Sec. V.. and Ni Nit,, Niii

SUBSCRIPTION "RATES"
adr'aaoe
i

esjr-H-

;

..

1922.

"

6m

1879.

W

The RESERVE STATE BANK

TO KNTKY OF
RESTORATION
FORtSI
LAND IN NATIONAL
Notice is hereby K'ven that die lands
described below, embracing tt'J.Ott
acres, within the Dstil National .Koreit
New Mexico will be subject to settlement and sntry under tha provision,
the homealead laws ef, lli Uniteu
jstates
and the act of Juat 11, liu
(M Stat., Si, at the Unit J State
land office at Las Cauces.Nsw Mexico,
n October 17, llttl by aay Qualified
eron, except that for a period of lu
days prior to said data, the lsn will,
oe subject to a preference right at
men of the War with- Germany.
Such
men, in order U avail
themselves of their preference rights,
nuit file their applications or or after
but prior to October J7..
June W 19
,22 All such aDulicationt filtd ta sr
will
sfter June. but 'paoHo-J.utl.latreated as simultaneausly niee at A.
such
All
1922;
applicstiens filJuly 19,
ed on or after July 19, 1921 bat prior
to October 17. 1922 will be treated in
the order in which, filed Applications
maybe tiled by the general putlie within M dava orior to October 17.19HI and
will be treated aa simuliaaesuil. filed
at 9a. m. on October ,17, (1M( ,T,heJ
NWJ SWi, Sec. l,th E NEJ 8Et,
Sec. U T. 4.S.R.20 W. N. U. P. M.
untainiug 00 acres. Listed without
The S NJ Nt'i,
applicant. List
4 NE,, NEt SELSec.
16, T. 48., R
I
M.
P.
M.,
eAntaifiagW.,N.
i)
acres. Listed without auulicanL. list
June 9. 1922. D. K., Parrett
Acting Assistant Comrnissiener ef the
General Land Office

mbs in

notihistf that1

IOiredsy jii uV;Gaunt Buildfug, RServe, Nw Mexico,
n
tnCUtr at the uostefne st iltmttrve JSew

Mnecuii-uw-

;

ourtesy-Service

-C-

are hereby

EDITOR AND GENERAL MANAGER.

fromi al Bank of Magdalene, a corpora-

often per cent per annum,

savings, but you get paid for

u,.n i.u im9til a ntnultmneeUSlY
tiled at 9 a. m. on October 17.J9a.-tract of 168.8S acres within uniurvey
ed, but what may bs when ureyed,
M
Sac. 12, T. 10 S. R. 21 W. N. M,
descraped by H. E. S. No. 4T, except
that portion neretorure resioreu miun
lists
the net are ,Jierli
List
leaded
being 72. II acrss. The alvL. Burns
are restored to enable Koaert
of Alma, New Mcxteo, t amend his
H. K. 014'iSO, in aecordanee herewith.

You

-

at of Congreas Ot March

m

You not only protect your

applications tiledn or afier July
ti;- l.,,r ..ri,r i,i Octubrl7. ItfiOi Will
bt treated in the order in which tiled.
Applications may be tiled oj me
uy pnui w
general puljlr.: wimiii
October 17, 1922

generiB;obfiSct

sauT

In teres

A. J. Harper, Defendant
NOTICE QF SUIT,
To A. J. Harper, defendant.

CI

Protection

i,
All

lof

Pfiiftitiff, r;.
NoC, 4lJl

'

- E. JtKKN,

J?Vpliiiefei--

VtbrpdAttieS,
'

RESERVE PUBUSHIMG COMPANY, PUBUSHERS.
J-

flCoUrt df
pending the'District
action'hre !as Wllow:
.1
iL ' V.
j'J . oi
The plaintiff seeks to recover me aeveiun juaiciai uiainct
1( 'tjiromtaipry note the State of New MeXteb,'fa and
judgments
dated-tJujy 1 1921." die Bix for "the'Coutfty1 'of Catrtm, cause
mbntfta after ate, ca1ibk 'f ot No?41,foh the fcivil docket bV
said
tHe ptiridipie jnim of 14.&40i.4l.
fn 'wtii& thie'l1rt;ation.
Court,
rate
and bearing interest at the

Your

'

.

liairdalena

,

r

NOTICE

in

Hendhtf

THE RESERVE ADVOCATE

judicul

Court bf tUeSeveVh':,JudtcajV
District of "the State 'Of JNw
Mexico! 0it,tibV within ' and for
th pbunty tf Catroitfcatise
48 bnthe tivll' docket of laiiW
court, in whfch'E. iRoaehwald k
Son, k"partkfeni'nip,'s the plaiiM
tiff and yoUtfi tfcfet7 defendants

'

a

'

now

the homestead Uwsof the LuiUd States
11
1908 (34- Slit..
.I
,h.
miu
ii". a,.,. ,,f " - iiS3), at the United States lad oltk
r
at LaJ Cruce, New Mexico on Octvbi
iiij'' hir or,ir nullified wrson in the
turning
absence of entry by person
eiher ol tne vwu ioiiowhik
wtuiia
nfti-ttsch
.
tract
nna
nmp(i
...ii
the lands were
upon whose applications
li.neil Such persons, in order to avail
tiienue'ves or meir
must hie their aiiplu'ations on or after
to ucioDer
August 18, lit.--i hu'
'
17, l!iZ
the war with Germany. Such
during
u
n..xt in on Inr tti avail theni- stive of their preference ri(fhu, must
lile their application! on or sfter June
Wt but prior to October 17, 192.

Lists

Qfl '
'

N't('

t-

'T15NTJICNCY
PTTON

IN THE) DISTRICT COlfitf OF Vftfi
DISTBKT Ot
'EVjSNTH
To: J. aChilderi and Miriam
,
THE STATE OP NEW MEXICO, Hi
Chiidara dafendanta:
Youi will please . take notice and fob the county of catron.
hli beenHfler anrfHft The First NationaT'BalSS'iof M
A

i

WI APPRECIATE AND WANT YOUR PATRONAGE

iiwmiHiBSiisiiiiiiMiiiiii

ii

PHARMCY

New 'Mexico..

